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“The experiences of the Pakistan Senate have closely mirrored those shared by many parliaments in the developing

world during the crafting of the Common Principles for Support to Parliaments that Secretary Malik references in this booklet.
The principles draw on 40 years of experience within parliaments, summarizing the most important and aspirational elements of
parliamentary development and advocating a prerequisite that Parliament alone is in the best position to articulate its needs. I
commend the work of Secretary Malik and the Pakistan Senate to develop the capacities of the Senate and for sharing lessons
learnt through this booklet. It has been a pleasure working and learning with many ofﬁcials of the Pakistan Parliament over the
past years and look forward to our upcoming collaboration on legislative drafting.”

Norah Babic
Manager Technical Cooperation
Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU)
UNDP is proud to be in partnership with legislative institutions at the federal and provincial levels in Pakistan providing
technical assistance. UNDP`s working relation with the Senate is based on the principle that Parliaments are best suited to identify
the areas they need to improve in and lead the initiatives aimed at enhancing their own capacities. This is also reﬂected in the
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for assistance that UNDP signed with the Senate Secretariat in 2016.
This document — while providing an insight into the Senate of Pakistan`s renewed strategic vision and administrative
plan — reﬂects decades of partnership experiences and plans for parliamentary assistance in the country, most of which Mr. Malik
has been part of during his longstanding association with the Senate. This publication, compiled under the Inter-Parliamentary
Union`s Common Principles of Support to Parliaments, could be useful for individual professionals as well as organisations
involved in parliamentary assistance in Pakistan to prioritise their strategies and plans in light of its contents.

Darren Nance
Chief Technical Advisor
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
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Introduction
This publication contains three different documents compiled or presented during the period 2013-2016. The document titled
Strategic Vision and Administration Plan of the Senate of Pakistan 2013 was prepared by a Committee headed by me as Special
Secretary Senate. The other two documents included are Papers presented at the Association of Secretary Generals of Parliament
(ASGP) meetings held at Inter-Parliamentary Union Assemblies in Geneva in 2014 and 2016. The primary objective of this compilation
is to consolidate evolving thinking and learning on cross cutting subjects of parliamentary development and reform through efforts from
within and outside.
The aim of this publication is to underline and highlight that the Parliamentary Reforms and Development are primarily
dependent upon the Parliaments themselves. External push, ﬁnancial and technical support by Parliamentary development practitioners
and organizations, can in no way substitute the internally demanded, desired and driven efforts. The external support can at best
complement, that too, with certain preconditions and at a certain stage. The purpose is not to criticize the donor agencies and countries but
to share experiences of effective use of taxpayers’ money and value for money. The study highlights the importance of using already
established and existing decision making ‘structures’ and ‘sub structures’ within Parliaments instead of wasting too much time, energy
and resources on creating new parallel structures, which are neither as effective nor are they as sustainable as those that existed previously.
When the Senate Administration plan was prepared and the undersigned made his ﬁrst presentation, the ASGP and IPU were
discussing and ﬁnalizing the ‘Common Principles for Support to Parliaments’. It is heartening to note that the principles which were
approved, and had since been ratiﬁed by a number of parliaments and parliamentary development organizations, addressed the concerns
and incorporated some of the suggestions given in the Presentation. The Common Principle No. 1, 2 and 8 speciﬁcally talk about these
and the IPU Document also mentions internal and external aspects of parliamentary development efforts. Whether internal or external,
“support should be based ﬁrmly on Parliament’s own well deﬁned priorities”, 1 the document concludes.
1.

“Common Principles for support to Parliaments” Document adopted by IPU member Countries.
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A New Paradigm in Senate of Pakistan
Senate of Pakistan is renewed in March every three years, when half of the Members retire, resultantly, half of the membership
is elected afresh alongwith the elected leadership i.e. Chairman, Leader of the House, Leader of the Opposition and Parliamentary Party
Leaders. After its renewal in March, 2015, Pakistan Senate has taken a quantum leap towards adopting and implementing a new
developmental strategy that is entirely self-conceived and implemented, driven by the elected leadership especially the Chairman and
House Business Advisory Committee, supported and implemented by the Secretariat. The debate about role of individual vs. institution
will go on. However, one thing is established that in an institution like the Parliament it is the individual as well as collective leadership
of the time that sets in motion changes and reforms which remain elusive despite the availability of best of advice and big amounts of
money. Chairman Senate Mian Raza Rabbani is a seasoned political worker turned leader who has more than three decades of
experience as elected Parliamentarian/Senator. The Leader of the House and Opposition are also experienced Parliamentarians. All
three have a common thread of being highly professional and experienced lawyers. The Secretariat is headed by me and supported by
some energetic, educated and passionate team members. While the primary driver of reforms and initiatives is leadership of Senate,
every effort is deliberated, decided and monitored by the House Business Advisory Committee.
At Pakistan Senate, we have developed and strengthened internal mechanisms, amended rules of procedure and laid the
foundations of a new reformation discourse. We have conceived and adopted a method that puts Parliament in control and gives
ownership of the reforms process through indigenous planning and self-reliance, leaving minimal dependence on outside/foreign
component – and that, too, on the basis of partnership, and not unilaterally. This is the way forward for sustainable parliamentary
development. IPU and UNDP are partnering with us in this regard. UNDP has provided resources on speciﬁc activity or need basis e.g. in
renovation and merger of the Library and Research Services. IPU is working as the umbrella organization in helping to establish and
train a dedicated Legislative Drafting Unit for Private Members.
The Following Chapters depict the recent history of Parliamentary development thinking, planning and actual implementation in
the Senate of Pakistan. Brief history has been tracked and signiﬁcant developments recorded during a term when Senate was able to achieve
much more than envisaged under the Administration Plan in many areas whereas some other areas, mainly in the domain of Administration,
remain un-implemented and require a fresh review. This document will help in further strategic thinking and future planning.
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Paper Presented by the Secretary Senate
at the Association of Secretaries General of Parliaments(ASGP)
Geneva Oct, 2014

Paper Presented by Mr. Amjed Pervez Malik at ASGP Meeting in 2014
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Changing Role of Parliaments: Parliamentary Development & Reforms
Parliaments around the world are undergoing major transitions and reforms in response to both conventional and nonconventional challenges and volatility, especially on the fronts of socio-economic, security, diplomacy, climate, food security, health,
peace and sustainable development fronts.
Such a transition has of late become very imperative for national legislatures in order to stay relevant and effective amidst the
rapidly changing geo-political scenario, increased inter-dependence and connectivity between regions and states, and highly ﬂuid
continence of intricate international and national affairs.
Today's legislatures are anything but prosaic debating clubs of yore, churning out laws in knee-jerk reaction as and when
required. Having transitioned into hubs of collective national wisdom, legislatures are not only redeﬁning and expanding their
conventional roles and domains, but are also proactively venturing into territories once considered the exclusive domain of the Executive.
They are now driving and shaping public policy, and deﬁning contours of foreign affairs and bilateral relations through
parliamentary diplomacy channels. Going a step ahead, parliaments have also come to be recognized as an important component of
national governance systems. “Stronger parliaments will have to play a central role in the implementation of the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). This will include ensuring that development policies and plans are drawn up through participatory and
inclusive processes, and with regular progress reports submitted to parliament for review.”
(Quito Declaration adopted at the 128th IPU Assembly in Ecuador, March 2013)
By effectively playing their key functions of legislation, oversight and representation, parliaments not only contribute to the
elements of effective governance – state capability, accountability and responsiveness – but in doing so, they also establish their primacy
as enablers and facilitators in fulﬁlling the SDGs agenda.
While this opens up new horizons and avenues for national parliaments to enhance interstate relations, resolve conﬂicts and address
regional and global socio-economic, climatic and security related challenges, it also mainstreams parliamentary reforms and strengthens the
13

agenda within the overarching national and democratic development framework.
However, herein lies the rub. The conventional parliamentary development
matrix and approach, especially in developing countries, has predominantly
remained more donor-centric, and less self-owned, driven and controlled.
At a time when parliament's autonomy and independence pertaining to its
ﬁnancial, functional and developmental matters is considered indispensible to its proper
functioning, how can something as important and crucial as internal reforms and
modernization be left to variables, and that too, external – in the form of foreign assistance.
However, there is more to putting parliament in control of its reformation than
meets the eye. The necessary political will for internal reforms must be matched and
backed by the secretariat administrations' proactive response in preparing and
implementing viable and indigenously-resourced strategic plans that prioritize selfreliance and cost-effectiveness to expensive and ill-matched foreign/external solutions.
Meanwhile, Pakistan Senate has taken a quantum leap in terms of adopting
and implementing a new developmental model that is entirely self-conceived and implemented, initiating and completing a number of
ground-breaking and path-deﬁning projects on self-help basis and in record time.
We have developed and strengthened internal mechanisms, amended rules of procedure and laid the foundations of a new
reformation discourse that mainly builds upon and draws from internal resources and homogenous elements in order to make the whole
process sustainable, cost-effective and custom-ﬁt to speciﬁc needs.
In this regard, this section has been divided into three parts. Part-I dilates upon the paradigm change in the parliamentary
development approach, and builds the conceptual framework of a new internalized parliamentary reform model; Part II touches upon the
background; how Pakistan Senate has implemented this new approach, detailing the success stories in the form of important initiatives
undertaken as a result of this new policy shift. Part-III condenses some recommendations.
14

Part-I
Parliamentary Reforms Approach: Time for a New Strategic Paradigm
The progressive and democratic parliamentary chambers around the world, including Pakistan Senate, are constantly
endeavouring to transform parliament into an active agent of change and a unifying force. The modern legislatures can no longer afford a
laid-back or delayed response to matters of national and international importance. They must optimize and upgrade their vision,
potential, scope and modus operandi in order to scientiﬁcally preempt issue in the foreseeable future and respond accordingly in advance.
Based on the concept of inclusive democracy, openness and transparency, the parliament and public representatives also need
to reach out to the people, and keep them involved and connected vis-à-vis parliamentary proceedings from House debates and
legislation to committee work. This in turn requires embracing new technological advancements, ICTs and social media tools.
However, this necessitates internal parliamentary reforms on a marshal scale, requiring a comprehensive overhaul of outdated
internal parliamentary support systems, rules of procedures, and infrastructure. But to make it all happen, the conventional externalsupport oriented international parliamentary assistance model has outlived its utility.
The tendency on part of donors to sometimes shoehorn recipient parliaments into a one-size-ﬁts all model is an inherently ﬂawed
approach that proved largely counter-productive, falling well short of envisaged objectives, as far as Pakistan's experience goes, to say the least.
The unsustainability and inadequacy of international parliamentary assistance is rooted in poor coordination between the
donors and the recipient parliament, which, in turn, arises out of a complex maze of donor-partner and execution agencies. Conception
and processing of projects through bureaucratic and government channels, and involving the two parliaments at a later stage only to
rubber-stamp a project already ﬁnalized also results in programmes that are more like spectacular fund-guzzling white elephants than
productive and result-oriented initiatives.
All of these factors combined, the parliaments, especially of developing countries, desirous to undertake reforms, need to
embrace the New Strategic Paradigm in their developmental, capacity-building and mordernizing endeavours by resorting to internallyconceived, ﬁnanced, and executed strategic plans.
15

Most of the times, it's just the political will and synergy between the elected and administrative leadership to turn things around.
By coordinating and partnering with relevant ministries, departments and local private sector organisations, parliaments can generate
necessary ﬁnancial and professional wherewithal to self-execute many initiatives with minimal foreign assistance, as the Senate of
Pakistan has done successfully.

New Reforms Model: A Conceptual Framework
Based on the important lessons learnt in this regard, the political and secretariat administrations at Senate of Pakistan have
synergized towards conceiving and implementing – quite successfully – a new 'Inside-out Internal Reforms Model'.
Compared to the previous donor-centric 'Outside-in Model', the new model puts Parliament in the driving seat with regards to
strategizing, ﬁnancing and implementing new initiatives and reforms. A comparative view of the old and new concepts has been
illustrated in the following diagram.
The diagram (Figure-A) clearly shows that in the donor-driven outside-in Assistance Model, the role of the Recipient
Parliament is minimal in terms of deciding the contours and nature of assistance since the large body of decision-making hangs well
outside and beyond the purview of the legislature.
However, contrary to this approach, the demand-driven “Inside-out Model of Parliamentary Reforms” adopted by Pakistan Senate puts
Parliamentary leadership – and thereby Parliament itself – in control and ownership of the reforms process through indigenous planning
and self-reliance, leaving minimal dependence on outside/foreign component – and that, too, if and when required.
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Figure 1: New Reforms Model: A Conceptual Framework
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Part-II
Demand-Driven Internalized Parliamentary Reforms: Pakistan Senate's Experience
Senate of Pakistan has remained part of the exercise, whereby Pakistani legislatures adopted donor-driven Strategic Plans in
2009. The lesson worth mentioning from that exercise was that implementation of a Plan is difﬁcult if it is of exogenous character
without internal processing and ownership. This realization proved to be 'raison d'être' for a totally Senate-owned, conceived and driven
Strategic Plan of Senate Administration adopted in 2013.
A path-deﬁning initiative, this totally internal effort sans any outside help proved instrumental in meeting two basic objectives.
The Strategic Plan on one hand made possible, probably for the ﬁrst time, in-depth and realistic evaluation and assessment of our own
strengths, weaknesses and needs with a hindsight; it, on the other, provided a developmental roadmap along with a measurable set of
targets so as to ensure that parliamentary support services, staff and facilities are up to the mark towards assisting Parliament and
parliamentarians exercise their constitutional, legislative, oversight, representation and outreach duties effectively.
Moreover, the strategic plan was conceived to be ﬂexible to enable easy incorporation and execution of new ideas, initiatives
and projects, something which was either absent, or cumbersome, with the previously external-driven rigid plans.
Over the last one year, both the political and administrative leadership have worked closely towards optimizing the working
and performance of Senate. Through unprecedented political will for change and modernization, and conducive synergy between the
political and secretariat administration, we have been able to introduce on our own a number of administrative, policy and procedural
measures and improvements.
Certain underutilized forums were reinvigorated. The minutes of the House Business Advisory Committee, which previously
were not readily available to even the Members let alone the public, are now being uploaded to the Senate's website. The Business
Advisory Committee, which is chaired by the Honorable Chairman Senate, and is composed of members from all parties, is the
committee responsible for determining how much time is allocated for the discussion of Government legislative and other business,
including private members business likely to be transacted during the ensuing session. The committee has been empowered to indicate
the hours which are required at the various stages of a bill or other business to be completed.
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By compiling the decisions of the committee in the form of a booklet, as well as uploading its minutes to the website, we have
endeavoured to ensure that all decisions are readily available to not only the members, but also to the general public. As a result of such
measures, Pakistan Senate administrative structure (Figure-B) has become more integrated and reform oriented.

Figure 2: Pakistan Senate Administrative Module
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Pakistan Senate is currently in process of carrying out internal reformation in all areas based on a new demand-driven
framework (Figure-3). This framework is based on the driving principle that the parliamentary reforms process must be predominantly
indigenous. The Green areas in the following ﬂowchart highlight this process from conception to implementation, the developmental
curve is internally-driven and owned.
As per key policy decision and change, we have endeavoured to
engage and involve local ministries, government departments and private
sector partner organisations to beef up our developmental and Figure:
Conceptual Framework reformatory efforts.

The Donor/foreign

assistance component has been signiﬁcantly minimized and remodeled ,
whereby we approach the donors with a plan of action and execution of
our own – and that too, only after having exhausted all indigenous options
and resources.
The biggest change has come in terms of approach and mindset.
Instead of them (donors) coming to us with a plan and modalities they
believe would suit us; we go to them to ensure that the mode, nature and
scope of foreign assistance, if needed, is compatible to our speciﬁcations
and needs, and not pre-conceived or off-the-mark as goes per our past
experience.

Figure 3: Conceptual Framework
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Self-Driven Internal Reforms: Important Initiatives
Based on this new approach, Senate of Pakistan has witnessed progressive reforms in terms of governance and performance
over the last one year. A number of self-conceived and indigenously-resourced initiatives and projects have been undertaken over the last
one year for the Restoration of the Majesty and Transparency in Parliament (RMPT), a project conceived by Chairman Senate Mian
Raza Rabbani.
RMPT is a perfect example of the “Political Will-Meets-Administrative Readiness-Approach” which is indispensible to any
parliamentary reforms effort.

Figure 4: Internal Reforms Outlay
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Part-III
Pakistan Senate's Internalized Reforms Experience: Lessons and Suggestions
Ÿ

Political will for change and synergy between Leadership and secretariat administration are a key to parliamentary
reformation process.

Ÿ Internal reforms must not be guaged/quantiﬁed in terms of the number of the projects completed. It is more of a paradigm
change that involves the whole gamut of strengthening internal mechanisms, amending rules of procedure and laying the
foundations of a new reformation discourse that mainly builds upon and draws from internal resources and homogenous
elements in order to make the whole process sustainable, cost-effective and custom-ﬁt to speciﬁc needs.
Ÿ Paris principles of ownership, alignment, harmonisation, accountability and managing for results should be applied to
parliamentary reforms endeavours to ensure parliaments are brought fully into the policy process.
Ÿ Parliament's ownership, as well as independence and control in planning and carrying out developmental projects are
integral to modernization, capacity-building and progress.
Ÿ The tendency on part of donors to sometimes shoehorn recipient parliaments into a one-size-ﬁts all model is an inherently
ﬂawed approach that proved largely counter-productive, falling well short of envisaged objectives.
Ÿ Reforms should be demand-led and responsive to local needs, rather than externally-driven.
Ÿ Parliaments need to embrace the New Strategic Paradigm in their developmental, capacity-building and mordernizing
endeavours by resorting to internally-conceived, ﬁnanced, and executed strategic plans.
Ÿ Indignously developed plans and schemes are more sustainable and long-term.
Ÿ By coordinating and partnering with relevant ministries, departments and local private sector organisations, parliaments can
generate necessary ﬁnancial and professional wherewithal to self-execute many initiatives with minimal foreign assistance.
Ÿ Parliamentary strengthening should involve a range of local organizations, and interest groups.
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Ÿ Compared to the previous donor-centric 'Outside-in Model', the new Inside-out Model puts Parliament itself in the driving
seat with regard to strategizing, ﬁnancing and implementing new initiatives and reforms.
Ÿ The new approach puts Parliamentary leadership – and thereby Parliament itself – in control and ownership of the reforms
process through indigenous planning and self-reliance, leaving minimal dependence on outside/foreign component – and
that, too, if and when required.
Ÿ Parliamentary reforms must also focus on particular issues of public or national importance such as institutional harmony,
speedy justice or poverty reduction as vehicles to improve parliamentary performance, rather than focusing solely on
parliamentary procedures.
Ÿ Provide long-term, sustainable support that is responsive to local needs and avoid externally-driven programmes.
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Presentation on
Challenges of Coordination:
Recipient Perspective

Myths and Realities
¨

International and regional Parliamentary cooperation/assistance is one of the key factors in stimulating growth and
development of the Parliaments of Less Developed Countries (LDCs). Any examples?

¨

Cooperation/assistance may include diffusion of best-practices adopted by the developed Parliaments and Technology
Transfers. Empirical evidence? Change, reform and adoption of new practices / technologies are long term depending on
socio-political, cultural and economic ground realities.

¨

Supply driven vs demand driven projects/interventions: bilateral or multilateral. Recipient matters last if not least. In the
core group to formulate the common principles no developing or recipient Parliament / country (EU, French NA, UNDP,
NDI, IPU).

¨

Government to government, Parliament to Parliament or trough contractors / implementers. The delivery architecture and
mechanism has been changed. Is it avoiding wastage, corruption, bureaucratic difﬁculties and improving competitiveness,
transparency and monitoring. At what cost?

Recipient /Pakistan Context and History
¨

Pakistan has a chequered history of democratic rule and institutions. Presently a Federal Parliamentary form of elected
democratic government.

¨

However, Pakistan’s democracy (economy and security) still faces numerous challenges; developmental; internal and external.

¨

Pakistan has huge gaps and thus the potential to learn from other Parliaments – Regional and International.

¨

Pakistan has appetite if not hunger for international support and aid in all ﬁelds. Had remained involved to the extent of
being a laboratory or test case.
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Pakistan Context and History
¨

Pakistan has a history and experience in receiving assistance and support:

¨

1990s (Donor Country: USAID; Implementing Agency: Asia Foundation).

¨

2002-08 (USAID funded PLSP and PLSC a consortium of International and local contractors).

¨

2003-09 and continuing / evolving (UNDP-IPU: SDPD).

¨

2012 onward (EU funded IP3).

¨

Smaller organizations such as Hanns Seidel Foundation.

Pakistan Experience
¨

Mixed experiences and results. observation since 1990s.

¨

Structure for coordination.

¨

Initially, purely Administrative i.e. with Secretariat and Presiding Ofﬁcers.
Ÿ

Later, Multiparty Legislative Development Steering Committees.

Ÿ

Currently, Focal Persons both Administrative and Elected.

Ÿ

For Future, a permanent forum to be established on Policy Research which besides other functions will advise on donor
funded projects.

¨

Coordination with the Executive (Economic Affairs Division, Foreign Affairs Ministry).

¨

Missing link is Parliament to Parliament essential for transfer of lessons and experiences.
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Supply-Based Projects
Donor agencies working in collaboration with implementing agencies model
Shortcoming:
¨ Conceives ideas, plans and then tries to implement without taking on-board the relevant National Parliament of the
concerned country.
¨ Likewise the donor country/recipient country, Parliament to Parliament connections missing and a group of development
experts interact with Parliament.

Core group to formulate Common Principles
¨

European Parliament,

¨

French National Assembly,

¨

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP),

¨

National Democratic Institute (NDI) and

¨

Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU),

(Do not include any developing country’s parliament as a member of the group)

Donors Prerogative and Imperative
¨

The whole process whether bilateral or multilateral is donor conceived and monitored .

¨

Core group to formulate the Common Principles
Ÿ

European Parliament

Ÿ

French National Assembly

Ÿ

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
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Ÿ

National Democratic Institute (NDI)

Ÿ

Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU)

Do not include any developing country’s parliament as a member of the group-

The Need of the Hour
1.

Demand-Based Projects

2.

Parliament to Parliament

3.

Monitoring by/Reporting to the Parliament (including ﬁnancial)

4.

Recipient Parliament should be included in the process of conception, implementation, activity and ﬁnancial
reporting and post project evaluation of all donor funded projects

5.

Feedback

Integrated Approach: Donor to Donor Coordination
In a country if different donors have projects there is a need for coordination among donors.
¨

Coordinated in such a manner that Projects that have similar or overlapping goals/areas of interventions avoid confusion,
duplication of effort.

¨

Unfortunately the projects are conceived and implemented in the presence of certain ‘globally popular’ contemporary or
emerging paradigms and there is insistence to have same/similar goals, areas of interventions, etc.
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Role of Recipient Parliaments

Conception

Execution/
Monitoring

Feedback
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A Ray of Hope
Although still struggling with the same issues in certain projects, one recent/emerging project sponsored by UNDP
and IPU which has a learning period/curve of more than a decade is now reshaping itself and being coordinated right from
inception. It is mostly demand driven, based on an internal need assessment and strategic plan. A permanent body, conceived
as ‘Think Tank’ and to be named Senate Forum on Policy Research is being established under the Rules of Procedure and
Conduct of Business in the Senate for structured, long term advice and coordination between different projects.
The presiding ofﬁcer are secretaries of the two Houses of Federal Parliament are actively engaged in all local or
foreign donor interventions. Focal Persons and Project Monitoring Units have been established to get involved at initial stages
of projects preparation at the level of Economic Affairs Division. PIPS is being encouraged to play a proactive role in
Parliamentary Development projects.
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Second Presentation made by Secretary Senate
at the Association of Secretaries General of Parliaments(ASGP)
Geneva Oct, 2016
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Introduction
The aim of this contribution (which is a sequel to my earlier contribution in October, 2014) is to underline and highlight the fact
that Parliamentary reforms and development are primarily dependent upon developing Parliaments. External push, ﬁnancial and
technical support by Parliamentary development practitioners and organizations can in no way substitute internally demanded desired
and driven efforts. The external support can at best complement, that too, with certain preconditions and at a certain stage. The purpose is
not to criticize donor agencies and countries but to share experiences of effective use of taxpayers’ money and value for money. The
expenditure and lesson that I want to share also highlights the importance of using the (already) established and existing decision making
structures and sub structures within parliaments instead of wasting too much time, energy and resources on creating new or parallel
structures, which in any case are neither as effective nor sustainable as previous models.

Earlier Contribution At ASGP
The presentation I made at the ASGP meeting in 2014, expounded the challenges and complexities in the old, contemporary
and emerging donor-recipient continuum. Following myths and realities were highlighted:
¨

Myth: International Parliamentary cooperation/assistance is one of the key factors in stimulating development of the
Parliaments of Less Developed Countries (LDCs).

¨

Reality: There is hardly an example of an LDC country Parliament that has solely developed through international
cooperation and assistance. It is always an indigenous, long term and evolutionary process in which international practices
can, at best, help in limited ways.

¨

Myth: Cooperation/assistance may lead to diffusion of best-practices adopted by developed Parliaments and technology
transfers.

¨

Reality: Some technical solutions and suggestions aside, change, reform and adoption of new practice/technologies
depend on a number of local factors: socio-political, cultural and economic ground realities.
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¨

Myth: Financial resources are the constraint in parliamentary development, increased supply will ensure improved
Parliamentary performance by the recipient.

¨

Reality: To some extent ﬁnancial constraints are reasons, but Parliaments in almost all countries have total autonomy of
expenditure. It is only a matter of right priorities and realization by the Parliament/its House and Finance Committees to
allocate resources for reforms and development related heads of accounts.

Developments Since 2014
When earlier intervention was made, the ASGP and IPU were discussing and ﬁnalizing the common principles for support to
parliaments. It is very heartening to note that the principles which were approved and had since been ratiﬁed by a number of parliaments
and parliamentary development organizations addressed the aforementioned concerns/realities and incorporated some of the suggestions.
The Common Principle no.1, 2 and 8 speciﬁcally talk about these and the document also mentions ‘internal’ and ‘external’ aspects of
parliamentary development efforts. “Successful parliamentary support journeys therefore need to be led strongly and consensually by the
‘family’ of stakeholders surrounding a parliament. Internally, this includes both government and opposition parties, leadership and
backbenchers, and members and staff. Externally, it also includes citizens and civil society stakeholders that engage with parliament.
Whether internal or external, support should be based ﬁrmly on parliament’s own well deﬁned priorities”. This contribution further builds
on the same but with some difference in degree of importance as well as stages of linking internal efforts with external ones.

The Historic Parliamentary Development Ideals
¨

In more than three decades service in and around parliament I have seen almost similar goals and objectives of
Parliamentary development assistance. They talk about same three roles or functions of Parliament/Parliamentarians:
Representation, Legislation and Oversight. The set of goals around these roles aim to help developing countries’
Parliaments to perform these roles in a more effective manner for which connectivity, outreach, transparency and
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accountability tools and mechanisms are suggested besides a set of technical skills and solutions which keep evolving and
changing. However, these goals and objectives continue to remain ideals despite multi-year and million Dollar/Euro
projects by different donors. There was no sustainable achievement in any of these ideals; which would die at the end of a
project or democratic tenure but was revived on a new project or on revival of democracy in the country.

Some Past Experiences
Having remained involved with project driven initiatives both as a recipient as well as a practitioner, we experienced a number
of attempts which included:
¨

Need assessment missions/surveys (every time a new mission or survey)

¨

Use of information technology hardware and software (hardware easy, software either not developed or not
implemented, a few successful)

¨

Efforts for PSPAN live telecast or broadcast (infrastructure in place, political decision never taken)

¨

Pakistan Institute for Parliamentary Services (state of the art building but faculty modules and participation much
less than required and desired).

¨

Parliamentary monitoring organizations (only data that too partial and statistics focused)

¨

Out of 35 or so committees each project selected 4 or 5for support (hardware + intern + report publication etc.)

¨

Internship programmes (more of youth empowerment or exposure than support to Parliament no sustainability or
retention).

¨

Conferences, seminars, workshops, visits, training

¨

Too much paper work at the time of commencement and implementation especially reporting to the donor.

¨

Administration/Secretariat attempts “Senate Administrative Strategic Plan 2013-15” (consultative indigenous
but lacked political ownership).
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New Tenure: A New Regime in Senate of Pakistan
The Senate of Pakistan is renewed in March after every three years when half of the Members retire, resultantly, half of the
membership is elected afresh alongwith the elected leadership i.e. Chairman, Leader of the House, Leader of the Opposition and
Parliamentary Party Leaders. Pakistan Senate has taken a quantum leap towards adopting and implementing a new developmental
strategy that is entirely self-conceived and implemented, driven by the elected leadership especially the Chairman/Presiding Ofﬁcer,
supported and implemented by the Secretariat. The debate about role of individual vs. institution will go on. However, one thing is
established that in an institution like Parliament it is the individual as well as collective leadership of the time that sets in motion changes
and reforms which remain elusive despite the availability of best of advice and big amounts of money. Chairman Senate Mian Raza
Rabbani is a seasoned political worker turned leader who has more than three decades of experience as an elected Parliamentarian
/Senator. The Leader of the House /Government and Opposition are also experienced Parliamentarians. All three have a common thread
of being highly professional and experienced lawyers. The Secretariat is headed by me and supported by some energetic, educated and
passionate team members. But the primary driver of all the reforms and initiatives is the leadership of Senator Mian Raza Rabbani.

New Strategic Paradigm of Senate of Pakistan
¨

At Pakistan Senate, we have developed and strengthened internal mechanisms, amended rules of procedure and laid the
foundations of a new reformation discourse. We have conceived and adopted a method that puts Parliament itself in control
and ownership of the reforms process through indigenous planning and self-reliance, leaving minimal dependence on
outside/foreign component – and that, too, on the basis of partnership, and not unilaterally. This is the way forward for
sustainable parliamentary development. I would like to highlight one case/project in the Senate of Pakistan: one was
donor driven, while the other was indigenously developed but more productive and cost-effective. ‘Young Parliamentary
Associates’ (YPA) program, was driven by the IP3; while the ‘Clerks of the Parliament’ is a self-conceived initiative of the
Senate of Pakistan.
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The Donor Driven ‘YPA’ Program
¨

The donor driven YPA program conceived and designed by a consortium of four international, two national and one
leading education and development agency of a developed country/democracy. The project decided to provide services of
20 YPA’s each year to work with the Standing Committees of the Senate for research and other support. Highly talented
young Pakistani graduates through a competitive transparent process were selected and sent to the Senate after a training of
one month. There was no understanding where these YPA’s would sit, no provision of any infrastructure, no clearly deﬁned
role or job description.

¨

They were engaged for a period of one year which included one month training, another month or two in being deputed
with particular Standing Committees. By the time they were about to fully understand their role and function their term
was over and a new batch was selected. This happened with all three YPA cohorts. We as a Secretariat that had initial
reservations about the capabilities of young graduates found that they were capable to support but due to lack of prior
coordination, design/cycle ﬂaw etc. their services could not be utilized properly and there was no visible improvement in
committees work. However, youth exposure and empowerment was achieved.

Indigenously Developed ‘Clerks of the Parliament’ Project
¨

As opposed to the donor driven YPA program, the ‘Clerks of the Parliament’ program was developed from scratch by the
Senate of Pakistan to match its needs and requirements. This programme aimed at infusing dynamism and progressiveness
into the very working and strategic paradigm of the Upper House by formalizing a pathway for young graduates to serve
the parliament with fresh perspectives, ideas, knowledge, skills and youthful energy. The Clerks Programme also connects
the missing link of permanently retaining talented and well-trained interns, which was absent in previous donor-driven
internship progrmmes. As such, this programme has made it possible to create a specialized parliamentary cadre, thus
becoming a nursery and permanent reservoir of skilled human resource, thereby improving the HR proﬁle of the Senate.
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¨

Another highlight of this program is that instead of foreign consultants and executing agencies-dominated steering
committees, this initiative was internally deliberated and ﬁnalized by the Senate leadership. The ‘Clerks of the
Parliament’ program proves that most of the time it’s just political will, proactive readiness and mobilization of indigenous
resources to get the job done.

External and Internal Relations/Cooperation.
¨

Having explained the importance of internal efforts and ownership of Parliamentary Development Initiatives, one would
like to acknowledge and record that meaningful support and cooperation is possible. Happy to note that the IPU common
principles to support the parliament acknowledge and appreciate the pre-requisite and importance of internal aspect both
in its thematic notes as well as in three of its principles i.e. 1,2 and 8. The focus on sustainability which is being discussed
and being debated at the round table also underline the same.

¨

The lesson by Clerks of Parliament vis-à-vis Young Parliamentary Associates (YPA)Programme help understand the
requirements, essentials and tools for sustainability of externally supported projects. In the case of the Clerks of Parliament
Program, the Senate of Pakistan after designing and operationalizing the programme approved UNDP to hire the services
of one of the country’s top business and training institute ‘IBA Karachi’ in the selection as well as the specially tailored
training programme.

¨

In the case, of Senate of Pakistan we are currently working with UNDP and with the active cooperation of IPU and have
been able to convince the donor that instead of coming to parliament with fully designed and structured projects, it is better
to encourage and let the Parliament take lead and ownership in conceptualization, design and implementation to ensure
sustainability.
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Some Changes and Reforms
¨

These initiatives were taken not on the basis of any professional need assessment nor after lot of consultancy or paper work
listing “Mission”, strategic vision, aims objectives, goals and timelines etc. but all of these can ﬁt into or can be retitled/
rewarded in line with the ideals aims and goals used by parliamentary development practitioners.

¨

Besides the individual leadership of the Chairman, the role of House Business Advisory Committee is of critical
importance in building consensus and allowing the required rules amendments and other changes. Other established
committees/governance and decision making sub structures of Senate especially Senate Finance Committee which has
complete control of expenditure and Council of Chairmen of the Senate had been used while deciding and implementing
these changes. The full involvement of the Secretariat is also a precondition or essential requirement for timely
implementation and sustainability.

Initiatives Pertaining to the Chamber
¨

More vibrant and effective Business Advisory Committee (HBAC)

¨

House of the Federation

¨

Presence of senior ofﬁcials during the senate sitting

¨

Mechanism for implementation of directions/recommendations given by the House and Committees

¨

Senate’s role in the Public Accounts Committee (PAC)

¨

Discussion on the reports laid in the House

¨

Issues of national and public importance

¨

Referral of matter of national interest to Joint Committees

¨

Public interest legislation

¨

Self-imposed discipline
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¨

Calling Attention Notice

¨

Determination of admissibility of Adjournment Motions and Privilege Motions in the House

¨

E-Parliament

¨

Linkage between House and Standing Committee on Finance in reviewing the Finance Bill

¨

Ruling of the Chair

¨

Numbering of Senate sessions

¨

Documentation Policy

¨

Ceremonial Mace

¨

Standing Orders

¨

Electronic Voting

¨

Placement of Interns/Clerks of Parliament in the House

Initiatives Pertaining to Transparency and Openness
¨

Placement of Statement of Assets and Liabilities by the Chairman before the House (Election Commission).

¨

Committee on Ethics/Code of Conduct

¨

Laying of Senate Secretariat budget and detailed expenditures in the House

¨

Publication of House Business Advisory Committees’ Minutes (Senate’s Website+Hard copy).

¨

Access to Information regarding salaries, allowances and privileges of Chairman Senate, Deputy Chairman, Leader of the
House, Leader of the Opposition and other Members)

¨

Web Publishing of Journals /Session Synopsis and Annual Report to the people of Pakistan.

¨

Web publishing of Attendance of Members (House and Committees).
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House Business Advisory Committee: The primary decision making,
implementation and monitoring, Governance substructure of the Senate.
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Initiatives Pertaining to Parliamentary Outreach
¨

Public Petitions

¨

Know your Parliament – Parliamentary Outreach Initiative

¨

Live webcasting of Senate Proceedings

¨

Senate’s New Website

¨

Commemoration Constitution Day

¨

Commemoration of Senate Foundation Day

¨

Intra-institutional Dialogue

¨

Parliamentary Education Program (PEP)

¨

Senate Internship Programme & Clerks of Parliament.

¨

Senate Emergency Relief Fund

Intra Institutional Dialogue: The Chief Justice of Pakistan addresses
Committee of Whole of Senate on speedy and inexpensive justice
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Engaging Youth: MOU signed with Universities for regular internship program
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Initiatives Pertaining to the Committees
¨

Committee of the Whole

¨

Provision of subject and legislative experts for the Committees

¨

Functional Committee on Devolution

¨

Committee on Delegated Legislation

¨

Meetings of Council of Chairmen

¨

Amendments in the Rules

¨

Public Hearing

¨

Quarterly Journal/data of Committee Meetings

Committee of the Whole
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Established Parliamentary Committees/Governance Forums at Work

Senate Finance Committee: The primary ﬁnance controlling governance sub-structure of Senate

Council of Committee Chairmen: Meetings held regularly to improve working of Committees
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Formulation of
Senate Strategic and Administration Plan, 2013-15

Brief Record of the Process of the Special Committee on Senate Strategic Plan
Strategic planning is an organization's process of deﬁning its strategy, or direction, and making decisions on allocating its
resources to pursue this strategy. In order to determine the direction of the organization, it is necessary to understand its current position
and the possible avenues through which it can pursue a particular course of action.
Keeping in view the signiﬁcance and need of this important document i.e. Strategic Plan, on 9th January, 2013, the then
Secretary Senate constituted Senate Strategic Plan Committee under the Chairmanship of Special Secretary, Mr. Amjad Pervez Malik
with the following composition:
i)

Mr. Amjed Pervez Malik, Special Secretary

Chairman

ii)

Mr. Muhammad Hassan Khan, Addl. Secretary

Member

iii)

Mr. Sharifullah Khan Wazir, Additional Secretary

Member

iv)

Mr. Ghulam Murtaza, Joint Secretary

Member

v)

Ms. Rabeea Anwar, Deputy Secretary

Member

vi)

Mr. Zeeshan Qamar, Deputy Director Research

Member

vii)

Mr. Navaid Athar, Director (Computer)

Member

th

First meeting of the committee was held on 10 January, 2013, to discuss the following agenda items:-

Ÿ Performance/review of the Strategic Plan 2009-12.
Ÿ Comparative study of the Senate Strategic Plan with other Legislatures.
Ÿ Basic ideas and proposals for the new Strategic Plan 2013.
Representatives of relevant branches were also invited to attend the meeting in order to build a broad based consensus. The
meeting extensively discussed the basic points and importance of the Strategic Plan and also reviewed draft Senate Strategic Plan 200912 with particular reference to major reasons for its non implementation.
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Mr. Amjad Pervez Malik, Chairman Committee asked all the ofﬁcers/branches to submit in writing their input regarding the
Senate Strategic Plan 2013 within 2-3 weeks on the following:-

Ÿ Vision and mission statement for the Secretariat and for the Senate of Pakistan.
Ÿ Goals and targets for the next 2-5 years for their particular area of work or for the Secretariat as a whole
Ÿ Main activities and sub activities to achieve goals and targets.
Accordingly, following Branches submitted their proposals to the Committee:

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

HRM Branch
IPR Branch
Question Branch
Legislation Branch
Motion Branch
PR Cell
Library
Research Cell
Committees Branch

As a next step, a meeting of Senate Strategic Plan committee was convened on 11th March, 2013 to review the proposals
submitted for various ofﬁcers/branches for Senate Strategic Plan 2013-15. Mr. Amjad Pervez Malik, Chairman Committee held
extensive discussions with the branches heads and initiated the process of SWOT analysis. The main objective was to analyze internal
strategic factors, strengths and weaknesses attributed to the organization, and external factors beyond control of the organization such as
opportunities and threats. The Committee decided that the strategic plan should be drafted in a way that is easily translatable into action
plans as most strategic plans address high level initiatives and overarching goals, but don't get articulated into day-to-day projects and
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tasks that will be required to achieve the plan. For this reason, the Chairman Committee asked all the stakeholders to submit their
proposals on such lines which shall include an understanding of the organization's vision, mission, values and strategies.
Thereafter, the Committee decided to hold separate meetings with each branch head/ofﬁcers to discuss in detail the proposals submitted
by them and to ﬁnalize the Plan.

Round of Meetings with the Ofﬁcers Incharge of the Senate Secretariat Branches
A number of meetings were convened by the Special Secretary Senate at his ofﬁce in continuation of the ongoing exercise to
discuss and ﬁnalize the proposals submitted by various ofﬁcers/branches for the Senate Strategic Plan 2013-15. The meetings, which
commenced from 23-04-2013, focused, inter alia, on discussing/outlining respective job description/scope of work/responsibilities, and
range of services being provided, as well as setting visionary goals/targets geared towards enhancing output and providing more valueadded services. Many rounds of meetings were held before, during and after the ﬁnalization of plan. Notices of some meetings are
mirrored on page-56.

Finalization of Senate Strategic Plan 2013-15
The outcome document, ﬁnalized after detailed deliberations, is as given on the next pages. In view it resembles many other
contemporary strategic plans but is quite different in style and content. Partial implementation of the plan began in September 2013 on
assumption of ofﬁce by Mr. Amjed Pervez Malik as Secretary Senate but its monitoring was tasked to the Additional Secretary.
However, it failed to generate the required momentum till assumption of ofﬁce of Chairman Senate by Senator Mian Raza Rabbani who
has vast Parliamentary experience and was full of ideas and concrete plans of reform and out of box solutions. Under his leadership
Senate was able to achieve much more than envisaged under the Administration Plan in many areas. However, the domain, of
Administration remained unimplemented and required a fresh review.
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Why a Strategic Plan?
Pitted against a multiplicity of interconnected and varied national, regional and international issues, the progressive modern
day democratic parliaments remain locked in a constant endeavor to optimize their working, productivity and output. While
this requirement on one hand entails periodic reviewing/evaluation of their strengths, weaknesses and progress with
hindsight, on the other, it demands having a comprehensive organizational work plan in place. The core objective is to clearly
spell out a roadmap along with a measurable set of targets so as to ensure that parliamentary support services and staff are
highly capable, professional and fully geared towards assisting the Parliament and parliamentarians exercise their
constitutional, legislative, oversight, representation and outreach duties effectively.

International Best Practices:
The Parliaments of developed democracies, more noticeably the House of Lords and House of Commons in the UK and their
counterparts in Canada, both having Parliamentary structures and jurisdictions common with Pakistan, have started
formulating a Strategic Plan only for the Administration of the respective Houses.
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Previous Senate Strategic Plan and Outcomes: A brief Overview
Senate of Pakistan has remained part of the exercise, whereby Pakistani legislatures adopted donor-driven strategic plans in
2009. The previous Senate Strategic Plan in its original form stemmed out of an outstation meeting of a select group of elected
members and a few senior staff members. However, the leadership and the Secretariat, following deliberations, later opted for
an unpublished, signiﬁcantly curtailed and toned down plan. Although even this slashed plan could not be fully implemented,
Senate was able to implement a number of initiatives and reforms including adoption of new Rules of Procedure and Conduct
of Business, drafting of Bill and Rules for Parliamentary/Senate of Pakistan Service, start of Public Hearings by some of the
Committees, developing and implementing an instant SMS based communication system to Members about Committee
meetings etc., an internal annunciater system 'Today in Parliament House', installation of a state of the art PA / SIS System in
the Senate Hall having futuristic audio video and digital interactive communication features, establishment and satisfactory
operations of Parliamentary hospitality/cafeteria services, regular publication of Senate News Magazine in English and Urdu
and some break through in Additional Block of Parliament House Project which is vitally important for performing a number
of parliamentary, administrative and outreach functions.
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Formulation of the new Strategic Plan:
Without commenting on the success or failure of the strategic plans adopted as such by the National and Provincial
Assemblies, the lesson worth mentioning is that implementation of a Plan is impossible if it is of exogenous character without
internal processing and ownership; the raison d'être for the establishment of a Committee headed by then Special Secretary
Senate and the incumbent Secretary Mr. Amjad Pervez Malik, to draft the new strategic plan. (Composition of the Committee,
minutes of its proceedings are annexed.)
It is pertinent to mention here that the new strategic plan owes its crystallization from a mere idea and vision into a
comprehensive roadmap to the keen interest, extraordinary zeal and penchant for a meaningful change on part of the political
leadership and Mr. Amjed Pervez Malik, the Secretary Senate.
This new Plan is again an idea, subject to approval, changes, additions and alterations as and where deemed ﬁt by the elected
leadership and members. Simultaneously, the Committee also decided to limit the strategic plan to the administration of the
Senate, since Parliamentary administration and Secretariats exist to provide support to the House, Committee and its elected
Members. As such, objective of any planning is to better facilitate and equip the Parliamentarians to perform their legislative,
oversight and representative functions more efﬁciently and effectively.
The present plan in its entirety is an internal Senate-owned and driven initiative, formulated after threadbare
meetings/deliberations with all branches, with a focus on the present and future needs of the House and the Hon'ble Members,
and drawing upon international best practices and modules. While all branches and ofﬁcers gave valuable input, the work
conducted by Ms. Rabeea Anwar, DS(Legis) and Mr. Zeeshan Qamar Sheikh DD (Research) needs special mention for
continuously remaining engaged in compilation and drafting work.
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Strategic Outlook for the Senate of Pakistan Administration
Our Vision:

A Secretariat capable of supporting the House, its Leadership, Committees and individual Members to help them
effectively discharge their functions including legislation for social and economic development, representation
of the federating units and people, advising and supervising the Executive in addressing peoples issues and
national challenges.

Our Mission:

To better organize, train, motivate and orient ourselves to support, enable, promote and project the work of
Senate, Parliamentary Committees and Senators for better public interaction, perception and understanding
through widely disseminated information.

Our Values:

The employees of the Senate Secretariat are proud to work for the upper House of the Parliament of Pakistan. We
are guided by values and motivation to raise the bar and set high standards of professional excellence as an
example to be followed by the other legislatures' and executive administration.

We Value:
w
w
w
w
w

The Traditions:

But are open for new ideas and ways of doing things by taking initiatives.

The Experience:

But look for opportunities to learn more.

Impartiality:

Non partisan support services.

Team spirit:

A developing and evolving way of working in which we try to work as a team.

Track record:

Of working as lead Parliamentary Secretariat in Pakistan in setting new examples by

responding to the desire and demand of elected leadership, genuine support and guidance by local and
international partners and emerging technologies.
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Strategic Objectives and Initiatives
Strategic Objective 1
S.O.1:
To better organize and utilize the limited compartmentalized and scattered
resources for efﬁcient functioning
Conscious of the national ﬁnancial resource constraint and more so of the knowledge and information resources for
advice and other support services to Pakistan's elected representatives required for their effective functioning in
discharge of their legislative, oversight and representative roles, the Senate administration would reorganize itself
for better utilization of available resources and build synergy by removing internal and external disconnect.

Strategic Objective 2
S.O.2:
Respond to the evolving role of Members and support the reform of Parliamentary
practice and rules
Foreseeing some major Parliamentary reforms in the aftermath of the Constitutional reforms and needs in view of
evolving role of Parliament, its Committees as well as individual members, the Senate administration would
prepare itself to support the House, Committees and Members as they consider new ways of conducting House
and Committees' Business, bridging the gap between representatives and constituents and bringing
Parliament and people closer.

Strategic Objective 3
S.O.3:
To set, in a Parliamentary context, higher standards of public sector governance and
administration
Increasing disenchantment of the public, media and CSOs with the public administration and governance in the face
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of increasing internal and external difﬁculties, challenges the elected and unelected ofﬁcials to better govern and
administer the state and government institutions. While the buck is being passed to the elected representatives only,
the Senate administration undertakes to share responsibility and join hands with elected ofﬁcials to raise the
bar and set higher standards of public sector governance and administration within the parameters of
Parliamentary administration. The administration will sustain a motivated work force, encourage team work
led by the team leads example.

Strategic Objective 4
S.O.4:

Developing Parliament's physical infrastructure to meet the existing needs and
future requirements
To overcome the increasingly hampered essential Parliamentary and administrative functions due to physical
infrastructure limitations, an additional block will be built. Design of block has been ﬁnalized after obtaining NOC
from all agencies. Additional block will facilitate connectivity among Parliamentary units besides enhanced physical
and virtual interaction with media, CSOs, youth and general public.

Strategic Objective 5
S.O.5:

Enhanced use of ICTs for information sharing and virtual connectivity
Realizing that despite being the ﬁrst public sector institution in Pakistan to have ﬁber optic based local area network in
mid 90s and substantial investment in ICTs by donors in the past, the full potential of the available resources and
emerging technologies is not being utilized, the Senate administration will make concerted and coordinated
efforts to fully operationalize the available resources. The Administration was further built on the initiatives
whereby the whole structure and ways of working were changed in verbatim report compilation (Hansard)
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besides taking the 'Today in Parliament House' from internal annunciater system to the website, the scope of
use of SMS service will be expanded to the Members from Committees Business to all areas of Parliamentary
work and to media and other CSOs desirous of remaining in constant touch. The administration will support
the Chair, Members and Secretary/clerks of the House in their Parliamentary activities by upgrading
technologies and developing tailor made soft wares in the Chambers, Committee Rooms and ofﬁces. Besides
efforts under other strategic objectives to improve supply of information, ICTs will be used to make
joint/shared resources of Senate, NA and PIPS available to Members, Committees and Secretariat.
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SWOT Analysis
The Parliament of Pakistan has yet to enact a number of laws stipulated in the Constitution for its effective functioning and
institutional growth. There is need for fresh/amended Legislation and Rules or speciﬁc and elaborate SOPs in a number of areas for
better governance structures and practices as well as effective functioning of the Committees and other Parliamentary working units
such as parliamentary parties, groups and individual/independent MPs. However, legislation, subordinate or primary is a prerogative of
the elected members for which the administration and Secretariat can do the base work or coordination as and when desired. A draft bill
for Parliamentary/Senate Service has been drafted by the Senate Administration which is ready for discussion with the other
stakeholders.
Here we will mainly look at the administrative apparatus and the support services to the elected body/members in discharge of their core
functions.

1.

The Legislative Function:
The Secretariat as designed and structured at this moment can at best provide support to the House and Members in processing /
administrative aspects of the Legislative Business which is being conducted by the Legislation Branch. Neither this Branch nor
any other unit in the Secretariat or PIPS has the facility and capability to grant support and legal consultancy for drafting and
examining legislative proposals and acts. Even the capacity to analyze the conformity of the Bills with the Constitution,
international conventions is not of required level. In the aftermath of 18th Amendment, legislative proposals need to be
thoroughly examined in the Secretariat and the Committees to determine domain/jurisdiction of the Federal Parliament vis-àvis Provincial Legislatures. The Committees which are supposed to examine the Bills relating to their corresponding Ministries
are highly ill-equipped, in terms of manpower and expertise, to undertake an independent review or suggest amendments and
all Committees of the Parliament depend on the Federal Government Ministry of Law Drafters who are in most of the cases
originators of the Legislative proposals including government bills and constitutional amendments. It is an irony that for the
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Joint Parliamentary Committees, the drafting support was provided by the Law Division since there was no such dedicated
facility available at the Parliament.

2.

The Oversight Function:
For an effective oversight of the executive both in the House and Committees, the members need professional research support
or at least some data and information compiled by the Secretariat or some source other than the executive itself. But the research
unit of the Secretariat is too small in size and even the few researchers available remain totally disconnected from the House
and Committees work. The Committees undertake their business based on the working paper provided by the executive itself.
There is no practice of collation and compilation of information/data bank to grant necessary support for organizing and
exercising parliamentary oversight. There is no practice of maintaining a data base of experts and no organized permanent
arrangements to invite experts for input in Committee deliberations. Some Committees occasionally seek experts opinion but
this is done in an adhoc manner on individual initiatives. There is no Manual or SOPs for organizing Public Hearings by the
Senate/Parliamentary Committees.

3.

The Representation Function:
There are no structured facilities/provisions to facilitate the interaction of MPs with citizens, civil society and other
stakeholders. Neither funds are provided to the MPs nor physical ofﬁces/support staff is provided to them for constituency,
Provincial or Federal/Parliament work and meeting places. The practice of holding Public Hearings is novel, still evolving and
practiced by one or two committees. While media reporters have been granted access to the House and Committee meetings
(unless declared In-Camera), the proceeding of the House or Committees is not web-cast or telecast. The communication
strategy is lacking and so are professionals who can promote and consolidate parliament's image in media and society.
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Detailed Business Plan

A.

Legislation Branch:

PROJECT / TASK

DELIVERABLE (BASELINE AND
TARGET)

TIMELINE,
RESPONSIBILITY
RESOURCES

A.1

To establish legislative drafting service for the Private
Members.

March, 2014
Legislation Branch, Research Cell in
collaboration with PIPS.

A.2

To regularly organize training courses for Members
and potential officers/officials in legislative drafting.

Baseline = 0
Target = 1 dedicated facility for
Private
Members at Senate or
PIPS.
Baseline = A few scattered irregular
standalone.
Target = Biannual regular training
courses for Members and relevant staff.

A.3

A.4

A.5

A.6

To enhance the capacity and capabilities of the
Committees and individual Members to review Bills.

To regularly organize training courses on the basis of
need assessment

To undertake an organizational and individual HR
review of the Legislation Branch at the officer and
Branch / official level for better processing of
Legislative Business, handling of law related
Committees and coordination.

To provide paper friendly services:(i) To review available modules, operationalise
existing ones, where possible, and develop new

Baseline = A few scattered irregular
standalone.
Target = Biannual regular training
courses for Members and relevant staff.

Baseline = A few scattered irregular
standalone.
Target = Quarterly regularly training
courses for officers/ officials in order to
enhance the capacity.
Baseline = Existing setup in place since
long. No systematic review has taken
place yet.
Target = 1. To prepare a rationalized
flow chart for smooth provision of
procedural services to the House
Target = 2. To strengthen Legislation,
Question and Motion Branches by
providing needed human resource
Target = 3. To establish focal
point/person for law related committees.
Baseline = certain modules available yet
not operationalised due to errors in the
software and insufficient technical input.
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April, 2014, October, 2014 and each year
HRM, Legislation Branch, of the Senate,
PIPS, donors / projects, pool of experts in
collaboration with Law Ministry.
April, 2014, October, 2014 and each year
Committees, Legislation Branch of the
Senate, PIPS, donors / projects, pool of
experts in collaboration with Law
Ministry.
April, 2014, October, 2014 and each year,
August 2014, December, 2014
HRM, Legislation Branch, of the Senate,
PIPS, donors / projects, pool of experts in
collaboration with Law Ministry.
Target 1. April, 2014
Target 2. October, 2014
Target 3. December, 2014
HRM, Legislation Branch.

Target review May, 2014
Operationalise existing ones October,
2014

Senate Legislative Drafting Unit: Concept Note
Legislative drafting is not a simple task and it requires a lot of expertise and research work to go along any legislative Bill.
At the moment there is no such support available to members from any institution, including the Secretariats, ministries and
independent organizations.
According to the Rule 94 (5) of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the Senate “The senate shall render
possible assistance to the member so that Bill is not rejected on technical grounds”. Lack of such basic support for legislators
necessitates the setting up of an effective legislative drafting function for members.

Salient Features:
A Six-stage Legislative Drafting Matrix
Stage 1:

Generation and transmission of Request to the Senate Legislative Drafting Unit from Members and/or
Committees for review/amendment of existing laws or drafting of a new bill

Stage 2:

Senate Legislative Drafting Unit, headed by a Focal Person and comprising a Representative of Senate
Legislation Branch, to:

Ÿ Review the request
Ÿ Pass necessary instructions to the PIPS.
Stage 3:

PIPS to:

Ÿ Undertake in-depth analysis
Ÿ Prepare and transmit ﬁrst draft to the Legislative Drafting Unit
Stage 4:

Senate Legislative Drafting Unit to:

Ÿ Transmit the ﬁrst draft to the Senate Research Cell and Legislation Branch.
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Stage 5:

Research cell and Legislation Branch to:

Ÿ Review and vet the ﬁrst draft
Ÿ Transmit the ﬁnal draft back to the Legislative Drafting Unit.
Stage 6:

Senate Legislative Drafting Unit to:

Ÿ Transmit Final Draft to relevant Members/Committees
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B. Human Resource Management:
TASKS
B.1

Restructuring of the HR Branch to
organize it in line with modern day
requirements and to bring it at par
with other Parliamentary HR setups.

B.2

To undertake a comprehensive
review of the organizational
structure (organogram) and develop
a new one in view of existing and
evolving
Parliamentary
administration needs giving job
description.
To Review the draft law and consult
with all stakeholders including
Establishment Division and other
Parliamentary Secretariats.

B.3

B.4

B.5

To provide hard copies of all
existing
service
rules
and
regulations, job descriptions and
responsibilities to the existing staff
as well as fresh appointees.
To develop a data base of existing
employees with qualifications,
skills, experience, trainings and
performance assessment record and
disciplinary proceedings if any.

BASELINE / TARGET

TIME FRAME/SUPPORT

Baseline = A single unit established since
inception of Senate Secretariat.
Target = To revamp the HR wing and organize
it into three working units, one dealing with
officials the other with officers and one
dedicated unit for developmental, training, legal
and litigation matters. Creation of a mid level
management position to specifically supervise
HR functions.
Baseline = An organogram on defecto basis.
Target = A well considered organizational
structure
showing
governance
and
administrative setup, as well as complete job
description of each individual post.

April, 2014

Baseline = Senate Secretariat prepare first
draft.
Target = A final draft of the Bill.

Review April, 2014
New organogram December, 2014
To place before the leadership for consideration
to be laid in the House January, 2015
HR Leadership and other Branches of the
Secretariat in consultation with O&M.
Review December, 2014

Baseline = The relevant documents are
available as and when required.

Already processed
Review April, 2014
New organogram December, 2014
Implementation January, 2015
HR leadership and other Branches of the
Secretariat in consultation with O&M.

Target = To provide complete set of
documents.
Baseline = Compilation of the comprehensive Already processed (continuous process)
database containing all required information
parameters and systematic updation of the data
as and when any change takes place.
Target = Updation of the data on a regular
basis.
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B.6

B.7

B.8

B.9

B.10

To develop orientation programs for Baseline
=
Absence
of
structured
the new staff/members.
Orientation/Training Program.
Target 1 = Structured Orientation Program for
new officers/inductees.
Target 2 = Refresher courses be arranged in
collaboration with federal government and
other training institutions.
Comprehensive training program Baseline = Training for each officer / official
for the new persons joining irrespective of his/her posting.
administration.
Target = Grooming of the capabilities and
potential of officers / officials.
To explore the possibility to Baseline = Review of Senate Secretariat
standardize
common
and (Recruitment) Rules, 1973.
synchronized induction plans for the Target =
Standardized Senate Secretariat
parliamentary service.
(Human Resource) Rules.

May, 2014
On a regular basis

Baseline = Adhoc and gradually evolved
In case of difficulty, development of system of induction on need basis with
an individual induction program for changing modes and methods of competitive
the Senate
selection.
Target = Standardize
To undertake a comprehensive Baseline = All existing SROs
be
review of schedule II of all posts re-examined and revised wherever necessary.
specially
general
cadre and Target = Definite policies/procedures for
specialized cadre posts.
recruitment will be formulated for all
posts/categories for which such SROs do not
exist at present.

December, 2014

To review the policy of release in Baseline = One day one time incersion
media of vacancy announcements.
Target = In addition to comprehensive release,
small adds referring to the web and a permanent
schedule on the Senate website.

January, 2014
To update the Senate’s website from time to time
as and when an advertisement is published for the
general public.
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December, 2014

September, 2014

March, 2014
After HR Rules and Recruitment Procedures are
formulated

B.11

Training needs assessment
Parliamentary service officers.

B.12

To develop a comprehensive plan Baseline = Identification of fields / assignments November, 2014
for
offering
internship
to and tiers at which internees are required.
universities.
Target = Offer at least six weeks internship to
students of reputable universities for specific
assignments.

B.13

To develop a mechanism for Baseline = Mechanism may be compiled in December, 2014
effectively utilizing the services of consultation with PIPS.
interns YPAs and RAs.
Target = Utilize the services of interns of Depending on the development of modules by
YPAs and RAs on special projects / PIPS
assignments.

B.14

To develop a strategy for improving Baseline = Chalk out motivation and
talent, motivation engagement engagement tools such as increased sense of
succession and retention.
involvement, active horizontal and vertical
interaction, feedback mechanism, participation
in decision making.
Target = Develop proper official healthcare
facility and welfare facilities, provide improved
working environment, better care progression
and performance based incentives.
Create and organize Officers Baseline: 0
Welfare Association.
Target = Devise and implement a plan to form
an Officers Welfare Association with a view to
providing recreational/fitness and get-together
facilities.

B.15

of Baseline = Training at induction Federal March, 2015
Government training for BS 18-19.
Target = At least six weeks initial training at
PIPS in collaboration with federal government
and other training institutions and promotion
related training.
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March, 2015
Health care and improved working environment.

October 2014
Senate Secretariat

C.

Committees

TASKS
C.1

C.2

C.3

C.4

C.5

BASELINE / TARGET

Quick disposal of business referred Baseline: Pending and delayed Business / Reports.
by the House/ Legislative Branch
Action only taken on the advice of the Legislation
Branch and agenda received from the office of the
Chairperson.
Target: Disposal of pending business as referred
by the House and in future to be disposed off
within the given / stipulated time.
Time table, Agenda setting in an Baseline: Office of Chairman Committee gives the
organized and planned manner.
date for meeting and sets the agenda item.
Target: Well planned and coordinated tentative
schedule of meetings and agenda item.
In-House consultative meeting after Baseline: At present work plan is prepared by one
election to discuss work plan
or two Standing Committees of the Senate
Target: To develop a Practice to make it an
essential requirement for all Standing and
Functional Committees of the Senate to adopt work
plan in their first meeting after election.
Working paper, Alternate working Baseline: Working paper is being provided by the
paper or comments on working concerned ministry.
paper submitted by the executive.
Target: Working paper must submitted by
concerned ministry at least 5 days prior to the
meeting day and be sent to the Research Cell for
evaluation, comments and preparation of alternate
working paper/fact sheet based on the research
work.
To develop a manual for public Baseline: A few Public Hearings held without
hearing
proper manual / SOPs
Target: To facilitate public hearing in accordance
with the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of
Business in the Senate, 2013.
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TIME FRAME/SUPPORT
Disposal of existing pending business
January 2014.
Disposal of business—Ongoing Process
Legislation Branch, Committee Wing and
all Secretary Committees.
April 2014
Office of the Chairperson Committees,
PIPS, Research Cell, Committee Wing.
June, 2015 or as and when a new
Committee is elected.
Committee wing, Legislation Branch.

July, 2014.
Research Cell, PIPS, Interns, Committee
Wing and concerned Ministry.

October 2014
Committee wing, Media Cell and Senate
Secretariat.

C.6

C.7

C.8

Standardize the Minutes writing,
Reports writing, submission to the
House and disposal of Reports laid
in House.

Baseline: No standardized pattern of Minutes
writing, Report writing and further action on the
Reports presented in the House
Target: To standardize Minutes and Report writing
and take consequential steps / actions.
1. Standardized format of precise minutes writing
clearly
indicating
the
recommendations/decisions column.
2. Engage the Reporter Cell to make verbatim
reports.
3. To change the audio recording system in
the Committee Rooms from school to
digital.
Implementation
of Baseline: Recommendations are conveyed to the
recommendations adopted by the concerned ministries and departments through
House.
minutes although Rules provide for binding nature
of recommendations adopted by the House on
Committee Reports.
Target: To develop a mechanism for adoption of
recommendations of the Committee by the House
as and when desired / agreed to by the leadership.

January 2015
Secretary Committees
Committee Wing
PIPS

March 2014
Chairperson Office, Committee Wing and
concerned Ministry.

To reorganize the Committee Baseline: Two branches look after Committee October 2014
related staff and redefine respective work.
PIPS, Committee Wing, Research Cell
roles
Target:
and Legislation Branch.
1. Two Committee Branches merged into one in
order to achieve maximum efficiency headed by
a Section Officer.
2. Small support staff be formed for each
Committee at hand. The support staff may
include one person each from Legislative,
Research, IT for close coordination and better
results. One individual should be assigned five
Committees at a time he/she will be fulfill
his/her responsibility in much efficient manner.
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C.9

C.10

To propose re-designation of the
senior Private Secretaries for their
future role / growth or have some
dedicated staff for the Committee
wing.
Use of internees
or research
support and better utilize of internet
websites

C.11

To review the Rules pertaining to
Committees
including
sub
Committees and submit proposal or
respond to the demand and desire of
the House / Rules Committee

C.12

To synchronize the rules with
National Assembly and Rules of
Business of the Government

This proposal is subject to prior concurrence of the If approved—October 2014
relevant authority / forum because of mention of
staff entitlement of Chairman Committee in law
and no law / Rules provision for the Committee.
Baseline: Interns and Research Associates are
provided for some Committees by projects but no
detailed SOPs for utilizing their services and no
space or infrastructure to accommodate.
Target:
1. To provide work place and other required
facilities for usefully engaging the interns with
clear cut role and jobs expected from them in
line with their qualification and skills.
2. A regular program / supply of external support
staff from various reputable universities would
be acquired as interns through an Internship
program to cater for research oriented work.
3. Secure services of donor agencies would also be
beneficial and helpful for achieving better
results.
Baseline: Under consideration.
Target: Proposed amendments in the Committees
Rules in consultation with all the Secretary
Committees will be prepared and submitted to
Legislation Branch for taking necessary action
under the rules.
Baseline: Different rules of Senate and National
Assembly.
Target: A joint meeting at an appropriate level
with the National Assembly and Ministry of
Parliamentary Affairs for adopting the same Rules
for Committees.
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December 2014
Senate Secretariat, Universities and
Donors.

April 2014
Committee Wing, Legislation branch and
input of all Secretary Committees.

January 2015
Senate Secretariat, National Assembly
Secretariat and Ministry of Parliamentary
Affairs.

C.13

To revamp the Committees wing
and establish linkages for Research,
IT, Civil Society, Think Tanks etc --

C.14

To bring out a quarterly journal of
Committees

C.15

To develop a practice of
maintaining record of previous
Committees and passing on to the
new Committees and maintain data
base / archive

C.16

To prepare and publish on web a
consolidated schedule of the
Committees meetings

C.17

To
improve
communication
between Committee wing and the
Ministries

Baseline: The representatives from Civil Societies,
Think Tanks, NGOs and any other private person
are only allowed to attend the Committee meetings
on request and with the approval of competent
authority.
Target: facilitate social activists, NGOs, NPOs,
Civil Society members, students and intelligentsia
in presenting their input before Committees.
Baseline: N/A
Target: After maintaining journal of each
Committee, the Committee wing will publish a
quarterly journal of the Committee wing in support
with printing branch.
Baseline: Previous Committee meeting’s record
available only in the hard copies in the Committee
Branch for the duration of the Committee.
Target:
1. Preparation of searchable data base of all the
proceedings of the Committee meetings.
2. Adoption of a proper procedure for handing over
the record of all the previous meetings at the
expiry of term of the each Committee to the
newly formulated Committee.
Baseline: Only notice of the meetings is being
posted on Senate website.
Target: Making details concerning availability of
Committee Rooms and other relevant information
available on Senate website with support of IT
branch.
Baseline: All communication is being made
through hard copies / fax.
Target: Examine the existing patterns of
communication and suggest measures for
improvement
including
secure
electronic
communication.
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December 2014
Senate Secretariat

January 2015
Committee wing and Printing branch.

October 2014
Committee Wing, Chairperson Office and
Secretary Committees.

April 2014
Committee wing and IT Branch

May 2014
Senate Secretariat and Ministries
concerned.

C.18

To give a permanent structure to the
Committees and the Committees
wing all staffing and decisions to be
made in consultation with the
Committees.

C.19

To increase the Committee Rooms
in the Parliament House Additional
Block and other nearby places
including PIPS.
To refurbish the existing Committee
Rooms for web casting, public
hearing, testimony and video
conferencing etc.

C.20

Baseline: The staff and offices of Committees October 2014
change with the change in Chairmanship after
elections of new Committees. HRM wing
posting/transfer without consulting the Committee
wing.
Target: The staff, at least the Senior Private
Secretary (proposed to be re-designated as Director
Staff of Committee) will be permanently allocated
to the Committee. Efforts will be made to continue
all staff and office / room allocated to the
Committee.
Baseline: Currently only two Committee Rooms April 2015
for 33 Committees
Target: to build 7 new Committee Rooms in the
Additional Block of Parliament and use PIPS.
Baseline: The Committee Rooms were designed January 2015
for meeting between MPs and Ministry officials.
To allow public hearing and other functions the
exiting Committee Rooms will be refurbished.
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Research, Library and Automation
The Chairperson of the Senate Library Committee is taking a number of initiatives involving external linkages and internal
pooling of information resources. The Business Plan of the Administration is tentative and subject to any addition, alteration,
amendment or deletion ﬁnally decided by the Library Committee and approved by the Competent Authority. However, the Business
Plan as prepared by the Branches / Cells separately is as follows:-

D.

PROJECT TASK

DELIVERABLE (BASELINE & TARGET)

D.1

Baseline = Scattered
April 2014
Target = 1 Spell out a clear cut job description and develop
SOPs for through-proper-channel assigning of tasks, Senate Secretariat, PIPS
supervision, time allocation and delivery of final product
and Donors

D.2

1.

Research Cell:
Revamp and Upgrade Senate research cell into
an in-house Think Tank capable of producing
visionary and inspiring base-work concept
papers, and provide complete support, to
augment Senate’s working in all areas, from
plenary sittings to legislation and committee
work.

TIMELINE,
RESPONSIBILITY

Target = 2 Effective utilization of indigenous human resource
within Senate Secretariat to be used as researchers
Target = 3 Devise a progressive career path for research staff
in order to retain and attract quality human resource.
Create a multi-tier structure of expertise and Baseline = one common pool
September 2014
specialization on Three Levels (both demanddriven and self-generative): Primary Research, Target = 1 Create multiple teams of researchers, each headed Senate Secretariat
Secondary Research, Information gathering, by a Grade-19 research staffer, to proactively PIPS.
storage and dissemination.
commission/prepare research products covering a broad range
of subjects/issues. 1

and

These teams will be covering subject areas including Economy, Social, Constitutional/legal and Political Issues like Poverty, Water Disputes, Energy Crisis, Climate Change,
Illiteracy, Health, Child Labour, Unemployment, Corruption, Economics, Education, Finance, International Relations, Pakistan Studies, Political Science,
Sociology/Demography/Anthropology.
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D.3

D.4

D.5

D.6

D.7

Enhance research support for plenary sessions, Baseline = scattered
legislation and committees
Target = 1 Ensure Senate Research cell’s two-way
connectivity with other key Senate Secretariat support
branches, including Library, Legislation,
Committees,
Automation.
Target = 2 Prepare and disseminate information packs
(Jackets) and briefing papers on all relevant issues/bills
(including private member) being discussed, on agenda, or
otherwise relevant, during plenary sessions and committee
meetings.
Enhance Senate Research Cell’s two-way Baseline = 0
connectivity with National Assembly Research
Cell.
Target = 1 Devise SOPs and mechanism for developing an
effective interface and connectivity
Enhance Senate Research Cell’s two-way Baseline = 0
connectivity with ministries / divisions,
especially Foreign Ministry to synchronize Target = 1 Devise SOPs and mechanism for developing an
research
input/products
with
stated effective interface and connectivity
foreign/national/principled policy/viewpoint.
Enhance Senate Research Cell’s networking with Baseline = 0
peer services in other parliaments, especially
CRS, Canadian parliament research services, Target = 1 Devise mechanism for developing an effective
House of Common, and LARDIS in India.
interface and connectivity.

December 2014
Senate Secretariat, PIPS

September 2014
Senate Secretariat,
Secretariat
September 2014

NA

Senate
Secretariat,
ministries / divisions
September 2014
Senate
Foreign
donors

Secretariat,
Parliaments,

Target = 2 Explore possibilities of short and long-term
parliamentary / internships / specialized courses / joint projects
on exchange basis.
Enhance Senate Research Cell’s two-way Baseline = 0
September 2014
connectivity with national and international think
tanks and research institutions.
Target = 1 Devise mechanism for developing an effective Senate Secretariat, think
interface and connectivity.
tanks, donors, PIPS
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D.8

D.9

D.10

D.11

D.12

D.13

Enhance Senate Research
connectivity with PIPS.

Cell’s

two-way Baseline = 0
Target = 1 Devise SOPs / mechanism for developing an
effective interface and connectivity.
Create an in-house research repository, Baseline = 0
facilitating properly archived and issue-based
tracking and downloading of requisite Target = 1 Create an intranet information/research Data Bank
information
populated both electronically and manually, and inclusive of
research products developed by the Research Directorate, as
well as the information / material sifted from web and different
ministries / divisions.
Capacity building and upgrading skills and Baseline = scattered, irregular
expertise of research staff
Target = 1 Carryout need assessment and then develop
manuals for training, grooming, incentivising of researchers.
Target = 2 Trainings/Diploma/Certificate/Degree/scholarship
programs (both foreign and local) with particular focus on
enhancing capacities with regard to Legislative and
Parliamentary Research.
Commission and undertake issue, theme and Baseline = scattered, irregular
topic based research/comparative studies, inter
alia, on key parliamentary, procedural, and Target = 1 Produce papers on parliamentary/procedural issues
legislative matters on annual basis.
Enhance the number of publications, and Baseline = one publication
upgrade / Improve those already being taken out
by the Research Cell, such as quarterly Senate Target = 1 Standardize and improve Senate News
News
Enhance/upgrade availability of research tools
Baseline = inadequate / outdated
Target = 1 Acquire full/unrestricted access to online research
engines/portals such as JSTOR, EBSCOHOST, LEXISNEXIS.
Target = 2 Replace/upgrade/provide equipment, especially
laptops, scanners, fax machine, photocopier, EVO devices.
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September 2014
Senate Secretariat, PIPS
December 2014
Senate Secretariat,
branch, donors

IT

April 2014
Senate Secretariat, EAD,
HEC,
PIPS,
Donors,
Foreign parliaments.

April 2014
Senate Secretariat, PIPS
August 2014
Senate Secretariat
Senate Secretariat, HEC,
Donors

E.

Library
PROJECT TASK

DELIVERABLE (BASELINE & TARGET)

TIMELINE,
RESPONSIBILITY

Baseline= Separate Libraries of the Senate and
National Assembly.
Target= Combined or shared Library of the
Parliament with separate small reference Libraries for
the House as per Rules / Practice requirement.
Baseline = Incomplete instillation. In-compatibility
with current Library requirement.
Target = Installation of upgraded Database.

Subject to consensus decision by
the competent authorities.

E.1

To support the initiatives of the Library
Committee approved by the Competent
Authorities of the respective Houses for joint /
shared Parliamentary Library.

E.2

Up-gradation of Koha (Database for Library
Management)

E.3

OPAC (Online Public Access Catalogue) search
through Senate website

Baseline = Irregular search due to incomplete data.
Target = Full data transfer from existing database.
Training for Member Parliament and Library Staff.

E.4

Digitization of Committee reports, Question
answers, Ministry reports, Senate debates.

E.5

Resource sharing with National Assembly
Library, PIPS Library, National Library of
Pakistan.

Baseline = 0
Target = Establishing a separate section for
digitization in library with proper equipment and
trained staff.
Baseline = Irregular/ scattered
Target = To device uniform policy to issue
membership cards and NOC to Member Parliament.

E.6

Technical Section in Library

E.7

Orientation to Member Parliament

E.8

Capacity Building and Upgrading skills and
expertise of library staff.

Baseline = 0
Target = Separate space for book processing
(acquisitioning, classification, cataloging and tagging)
insertion of amendments in law books.
Baseline = 0
Target = Introduction of Library facilities and
services for Senators to be included in Orientation
Program.
Baseline = Irregular
Target = Trainings, diplomas, certificate programs
(both foreign and local) to develop and enhance
capacities with regard to Library and Parliamentary
Services.
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March 2014.
Senate Secretariat Automation
Branch in collaboration with TLS
Total Library Solution.
April, 2014.
TLS Total Library Solution in
collaboration with Senate Library.
December 2014.
Senate Secretariat Automation
Branch and
HRM Branch.
December 2014.
Secretaries of Senate and National
Assembly, Executive Directors of
PIPS and National Library.
December 2013.
Senate Secretariat Administration.

March 2015.
Senate Secretariat Library.

March 2014.
Senate Secretariat, PIPS, Donors,
IFLA, PLA, Foreign Parliamentary
Libraries.

Information and Communication Technology Resources
F.

Automation Branch
PROJECT TASK

F.1

F.2

Provision of Broadcast quality signals in the
Media Center to be established in a Hall in the
Additional Block of Parliament for the Media
Reporters / (TV Channels)
Provision of digital recording/archival and post
production editing for WEB-TELECASTING &
Video Library.

F.3

Enable the Wi-fi (Internet) functionality in the
Senate Secretariat premises.

F.4

Digitization the old Legislative record for Library
& Research Reference through swift retrieval.

F.5

Installation of new enunciator panels/LCDs
containing all the information about the Business
of the House and Committees for the use of
Members, staff and Media both in the galleries
and in the Parliament House. And in the Lodges &
USAID Building

DELIVERABLE (BASELINE & TARGET)
Baseline = Broadcast quality signal are available in CCTV
control/House Debate recording Room.
Target = Expansion of the signal through Cabling &
termination along with display units
Baseline = Broadcast quality signal are available in CCTV
control/House Debate recording Room
Target = Conversion the Video signal for WebTelecasting and establish the video storage & archiving
system.
Baseline = Un-Secure Un-reliable Wi-Fi services available
in scatter area of the Senate.
Target = Establishing a separate Wi-Fi internet service
with secure, controlled, and access able according to the
policy.
Baseline = Printed and Hard binding form available but in
Computer retrievable.
Target = Establish the digitization wing to device the
reference and archiving legislative system for
Parliamentarians, and other Secretariat wing
Baseline = Few enunciator panel (05) installed in the
Secretariat.
Target = Expansion of the Communication system along
with more enunciator panel (Display unit).
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TIMELINE,
RESPONSIBILITY
June 2014

October 2014

June 2015

December 2014

F.6

Up-gradation & expansion of the fiber optic and
other available state of the art network
Infrastructure.
(with Extremely Secure & High availability)

F.7

To operationalize the modules developed for
Question, Motion, Resolution, Committees and
other legislative functions after reviewing their
usefulness.

F.8

Establishment the Legislative Bill Tracking
System.

F.9

To develop a shared Information Data Bank and
document retrieval system, to be accessible by
authorized officers and branches in the
Secretariat.

Baseline = A fiber optic network laid in mid 1990s December, 2014
connecting the All the Parliamentarian Chambers,
Dignitaries rooms, Offices and some of professional
branches.
Target = An upgraded network Infrastructure Services, for
the connecting all Parliamentary and administrative
branches and units including the Chambers, House,
Lobbies, Leadership offices and all professional support
service branches.
particularly (Clark of the House Table) seating area of the
Chairman & Secretary in the House, for quick retrieval of
the information
Baseline= Modules for questions, motions, resolutions, September, 2015
committees, House debates, indexing, HRM and
administrative functions were developed but not fully
operationalize.
Target= To undertake a review of the usefulness and
relevance of the modules and prepare a report on the factors
responsible for not operationalizing the developed modules
through Gap-Analysis & up-gradation.
To develop alternate and additional modules as per
suggestions given by various branches in the work plan.
Baseline = Zero
December 2014
Target = Legislative Bill can be retrieve with reference to
their Status, Standing, Condition, and different form etc.
Detail system study and analysis required on its operational
system
Baseline= Limited Technological and human resources are
available and network data base is operational but not being
effectively utilized.
Target = to better utilize the available resources and
procure additionally required for a state of the art, secure
and 24 hour accessible data base with access control. The
disconnect within branches and buildings to be removed
through networked shared data and documents resource
center.
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F.10

F.11

F.12

F.13

F.14

F.15

F.16

F.17

To work as a back bone for the combined / shared Baseline= Separate compartmentalized working units with
Library, Research and Automation services no framework or Rules for information pooling and sharing.
available to Members, CSOs and general public.
Target= well designed structure and SOPs and
technological information resource center
To Establish Digital Linkage between Senate, NA, Taking the Senate and NA common “Today in Parliament
and other Provisional Assemblies for the swift House” from within the premises to outside world through
access of the Legislative Data, As well as with website and to Members though other ICT resources
Ministries for quick execution of questions and
their replies.
Remap interactive Bilingual Senate Website for Baseline = Currently Senate website is not interactive.
increased constituent outreach and public Target = Enable the interactive & Bi-lingual
awareness
Enable the Secure & High availability of I.T. Baseline = Server Room is the common room
resources & renovation the Server room.
Target = To Establish the proper Ser-room according to
the Industry Stander (i.e. 24/7, Secure, availability of the
users from the remote side to the Parliamentarians )
Up-gradation of the SMS System
Baseline = SMS system is working for Committee system
Target = Required to expanded in the other area of the
Secretariat.
Orientation of ICT resources for the Baseline = Information communicated through a letter
Parliamentarians (i.e. E-mail, Website, & Secure only.
login)
Target = Orientation Session/briefing for about the IT
facilities (E-mail, Website, Secure login for the access to
the legislative information) to the Sectors
Impart Training to Secretariat Staff on IT Services Baseline = Irregular.
Target = on Regular basis training sessions would be
organized by the Senate I.T./Automation Branch for the
Secretariat staff
Capacity Building of IT Staff.
Baseline = Irregular.
Target = Advanced training program through professional
Institutes ( local & foreign) and visits abroad on study tours
of IT environment of other Parliaments of the world to be
able to improve Senate ICT support & services
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December 2014

April 2015

December 2014

June 2014

At PIPS
March/ April 2015

April and October (every
years)
At PIPS
& Secretariat
Twice a year
At PIPS
Donors
Professional Institutes
Foreign Parliaments

G.

Media and Communication
PROJECT TASK

G.1

Reorganization and up gradation of the PR Cell
including renaming, professionally trained,
dedicated manpower and equipment, provision
with round the clock functioning and facilities.

G.2

To develop a comprehensive communication
strategy for compilation of consolidated
information to be made public through print &
electronic media, webcast and social media usage.

G.3

Competitive selection for establishing a proper
Directorate to be headed by a BS-20 officer and
organize them in a pyramid structure with
increase number of internees and Assistants /
junior officers at the base.
To develop a program of engaging internees /
university students in the media management
especially new and social media.

G.4

G.5

Embedding a media team in important meetings
and visits.

DELIVERABLE (BASELINE & TARGET)
Baseline = inappropriate/not up to the mark
Target=Managerial, structural and operational
reforms/implementation of Senate Finance Committee
decision on equipment provision
Baseline = not proper, relying on officers on deputation
basis mainly.
Target= Recruitment /inductions purely on merit basis.
Baseline = No mechanism in place to pass all information
and documents to media cell. Press releases prepared by
the cell on little information.
Target= A networked system of provision of information
and documents to the cell.
Baseline= A constantly changing structure post of DG BS20 abolished and few number of young officers at base
level.
Target= revised permanent structure
Baseline= 0
Target = coordination with universities / schools of higher
learning to depute students with PR wing who achieved
high grades in their exams/ In-house competition to meet
our current requirement
Baseline = irregular
Target= making PR person a part of the delegation At
least one officer along with one cameraman must
accompany Chairman Senate during his official abroad for
appropriate coverage
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TIMELINE,
RESPONSIBILITY
December 2014 after detailed
consultations with former PR
experts/professionals/consulta
nts

December, 2014
Media Cell to coordinate but
initiatives / directions by the
HRM, Administration,
Legislation and Committee
Branches.
March, 2014/ approval of
modalities

October 2014

February 2014 after due
consultation with IPR,
leadership etc.

G.6

Attachment with other Parliaments, media cell
and Trainings at National/ International
level(assignment with parliaments) to understand
the changing media dynamics

Baseline =0
Target= arrangement of trainings in the field of
communication/institutional linkages ( Professor Ton Veen
at CHE, Holland assured his cooperation in this regard)

G.7
Focus social media

Baseline= 0
Target= training of officers to use social media as a tool to
reach out to the people with depending on traditional
media
Establishing a Media Hall in the Additional Block Baseline = No facility empty building extremely pathetic
for providing Media feed and holding Press
office location of the PR cell
Conferences Providing appropriate offices to the
Target= media wing/directorate should be
PR officers
accommodated as one entity on the first floor

April 2014

G.10

Need assessment of the Parliamentary Reporters
Association
Possibility of video/audio feedback

G.11

Interactive workshops for Parliamentary reporters

May, 2014 in collaboration
with donor agencies
December, 2014 in
collaboration with donors
December, 2013

G.12

Releasing of news bulletin of each sitting of the
Senate

G.8

G.9

BL= 0
T= assessment survey
BL=0
T= To work out the modalities
BL=0
T= identifying potential consultants/ resource persons
BL=0
T=work out possibilities of preparation
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June 2015

December, 2014

H.

Administration Branch
PROJECT / TASK

DELIVERABLE
(BASELINE AND TARGET)

H.1

To undertake a comprehensive review of the
space utilization in the parliament house with an
objective to improve parliamentary functioning
/smooth functioning of branches and facilitating
officials / branches sitting in the lower basement.

TIMELINE,
RESPONSIBILITY,
RESOURCES
Baseline = A number of branches and officers are housed Time line = 2015
in basement and lower basement of the Parliament
building which is dangerous for their health, besides, *
Internal
security and environment hazards. This problem will be shifting/adjustment
permanently solved only after construction of an of officials of various
Additional Block of Parliament Building.
branches in basement
Target = Some officials will be adjusted nearest to their will be completed
branches through *internal shifting/adjustment.
within 2/3 weeks.

H.2

Construction of the Additional Block of the
Parliament which will have 7 additional
Committee Rooms, shared offices for meeting /
work by Private Members, a dedicated Hall for
media and a place of interaction for CSOs,
visitors to Parliament besides offices for the
Branches and officers sitting in basement and
lower basement of the Parliament House building.

Baseline: The project for the construction of Additional
Block has been revived and block allocation of token
money has been made by Planning Division. However,
partners support may be required for early start and
completion of the project.
Target: To complete the remaining formalities including
PC-I approval and start construction work to be completed
in 24 months.
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March 2014 start of
construction
Responsibility
=
CDA
Resources
=
Planning
Division
(Rs.100 million have
been allocated in
PSDP for the year
2013-14
by
the
Planning Division).
Economic
Affairs
Division to forward
the proposal to donor
agencies / countries.

H.3

H.4

H.5

To undertake a review of the needs of the existing Baseline = The offices of Chairpersons of Standing
Standing Committees offices building (old Committees have been housed in former USAID Building,
USAID building) and provide required facilities.
now known as Senate Standing Committee Building. The
CDA has been maintaining the said building.
Target = The existing Standing Committee Building is
being improved with the help of CDA to provide different
facilities like AC system in some rooms, repairing of
Washrooms, running of Cafeteria, installation of power
generator to overcome load-shedding and parking of
private vehicles of the staff inside the building as per
availability of the space.
To prioritize the project of construction of Baseline: A project proposal has been finalized and lying
Committee / Chairpersons offices adjacent to the with the Planning Commission for funds allocation for the
Parliament Lodges.
past many years.
Target: To prioritize the allocation of funds for the project.
To speed up finalization of multilayer car parking. Baseline = The ground parking is presently available
outside the Parliament House for the Members of
Parliament as well as visitors. The space is insufficient to
cater for the joint Sessions and present requirements

Time line = March,
2014.
Responsibility
=
CDA
Resources = CDA

Planning Division,
Finance Division and
Economic
Affairs
Division
Time line = June,
2014
Responsibility
=
CDA +

Target = CDA (Structural Department) was provide security agencies
design of three-layer car parking required to be constructed Resources = CDA +
in front of Gate No.5 of the Building. The design so Planning Div
provided by CDA has been sent to the security agencies
for their approval / suggestion for improvement if any.
H.6

To expedite work on construction of permanent Baseline = 0
residence of the Chairman Senate house.
Target = (i) Through CDA, Consultant will provide a
readable black & white site plan to the Senate Secretariat.

Time line =
Target (i) September,
2013
Target (ii) January,
2014
(ii) CDA will finalize the PC-I after the site plan is Responsibility
=
approved by the Chairman Senate.
CDA
Resources = CDA
+ Planning Div.
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H.7

Procurement of latest communication system / Baseline = Presently walki talki sets are available with the
walki talki sets for security staff of senate security staff which are old one and purchased in 1996.
secretariat.
Target = In order to boost up performance of the security
staff latest communication system with improved
technology is to be procured by the Senate Secretariat.

H.8

Proposal for procurement of PA system (public Baseline = 0
address system) for senate secretariat to use in the
official functions.
Target = A latest PA system is to be procured for using
during lunch/dinner hosted by the Chairman Senate in
honor of the visiting foreign parliamentary delegations and
other official functions.
Installation of latest digital SIS system in Baseline = SIS system is functioning in Committee Room
Committee Room # 1 & 4, of the Senate # 1 & 4. The system is very old installed in 1986.
Secretariat.
Target = Latest SIS system is to be installed in Committee
Room # 1 & 4.

H.9

H.10

To suggest/implement measures for ensuring Baseline = 0
energy efficiency in Senate Secretariat and Target = to cope with prevailing power crisis.
undertake installation of solar panels at the
envisaged additional block.

Time
line
=
October, 2013
Responsibility
=
Senate Secretariat
Resources = Senate
Secretariat
*Order placed on the
firm after fulfilling
all formalities. We
well get the same
within two weeks.
Time line = March
2014
Responsibility
=
Senate Secretariat
Resources
=
Senate Secretariat
Time line = March
2014
Responsibility
=
Senate Secretariat
Resources
=
Senate Secretariat
September
2014
(energy efficiency)
March 2015 (solar
panels)
Admin Branch, CDA
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I.

Services Branch
PROJECT / TASK

I.1

I.2

I.3

J.

To review existing service-oriented laws/rules.

To review/examine, in consultation with the
National Assembly Secretariat, various issues
pertaining
to
Members’
accommodation/facilitation at the Parliament
Lodges, and suggest/implement measures to
resolve the same, by involving relevant
agencies/departments like CDA etc.
Undertake measures to improve facilities/services
available at both ladies and male Senators Service
Centres.

DELIVERABLE
(BASELINE AND TARGET)

TIMELINE,
RESPONSIBILITY,
RESOURCES
April 2014

Target = 1 To ensure effective implementation of the
existing laws/rules

Service
Branch,
Finance/Accounts,
relevant
ministries/divisions.

Baseline = 0

Target = 2 To identify lacunas and make revisions
accordingly.
Baseline = 0

September 2014

Target = Create effective coordination mechanism with
the NA Secretariat to ensure prompt resolution of all
outstanding issues.

Service Branch, NA
Secretariat, CDA.

Baseline = Up-gradation needed.

March, 2015.

Target = Review existing facilities and suggest/implement
measures to further improve/enhance the same.

Services
Branch,
Senate Secretariat.

Printing, Publication and Documentation
PROJECT / TASK

J.1

Develop Printing, Publication and Documentation
as a separate branch

J.2

Undertake in-house printing of essential House
and Committees related and other documents like
Question-answer booklets, Reports, News letter
etc.

DELIVERABLE
(BASELINE AND TARGET)

TIMELINE,
RESPONSIBILITY,
RESOURCES
Baseline = scattered facilities
Time line = March
2014
Target = Preparation of a comprehensive proposal.
Senate Secretariat
Baseline = Mostly relying on outer resources like Printing Time line = March
Corporation of Pakistan etc.
2015
Target = Prepare and execute plan for proper staffing, Senate
Secretariat,
equipment and internal and external coordination.
Donors
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K.

Inter Parliamentary Relation (IPR) Branch
DELIVERABLE
(BASELINE AND TARGET)

PROJECT / TASK
K.1

K.2

K.3

K.4

K.5

K.6

K.7

TIMELINE,
RESPONSIBILITY

To develop a consistent approach in dealing with interparliamentary organizations such as IPU, CPA etc., by
creating a database of relevant record/reports,
periodically updated to provide ready reference
material/documents for each upcoming event.
Create a knowledge data bank comprising policy briefs,
research papers/information briefs/articles/documents
etc., on important national/international issues.

Baseline = Partial Data Base exists

2015

Target = Maintain record and Data Base

IPR, Automation
branch

Baseline = 0

2014

Target = create linkages with Senate Research Cell, relevant
ministries, departments, organizations etc.

IPR, Research Cell,
Ministries

Extend parliamentary outreach programmes aiming at
improving bilateral relations.

Baseline = Less priority area

2014-2015

Target = To strengthen the bilateral relations through
parliamentary diplomacy
Baseline = Friendship Groups are not active

Chairman, Secretary,
JS(IPR)
2014

Target = Creation of precise TORs and define targets
Baseline = Post visit report is not submitted after the visit

Chairman, Secretary,
JS(IPR)
2014-2015

Target = 1 Compilation of record/ details to ensure proper
follow-up

Secretary, JS(IPR),
DS(IPR)

Target = 2 Improve report writing/language skills of staff
Baseline = scope limited

2014-2015

Make existing inter-parliamentary Friendship Groups
in Senate more active/robust, and explore possibility of
creating new ones, with a view to further augmenting
bilateral and parliamentary relations.
Preparation of proper report under a define format after
conclusion of each bilateral visit/meeting (in-coming
and out-going) with a view to ensuring follow up on
the issues taken-up during the course of discussions.

To facilitate/encourage visits to the Senate by youth,
students (especially those hailing from remote areas),
universities, officers undergoing training at the
government training institutes (like NIPA, Staff
College) etc. with a view to enhancing Senate’s public
outreach.
Efforts will be made to host and organize maximum
number of Parliamentary Conferences in Pakistan, and
facilitate visits by delegations from other parliaments.

Target = Create a mechanism to proactively enhance outreach
activities on regular basis.

JS(IPR), DS(IPR)

Baseline = No conference has been held for the last five years

2014-2015

Target = To enhance parliamentary/diplomatic linkages

Chairman, Secretary,
JS(IPR)
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K.8

K.9

K.10

Ensure that Senate of Pakistan participates in maximum
conferences being organized by CPA, IPU and other
related forums.

Baseline = Partially implemented

2014-2015

Target = Providing maximum exposure to Senators/ Officials

Facilitate creation of a Senate Members’ Association,
also comprising former Senators, to promote personal
contacts between Members, study questions of public
importance likely to come up before parliament, and
facilitate former Members in acquiring sanctioned
privileges/facilities vis-à-vis medical treatment,
obtaining official passport, travelling through domestic
airports etc.

Baseline = 0

Chairman, Secretary,
JS(IPR)
2014

Target = Creation of precise TORs and define targets

Leadership, Senate
Secretariat

Arrange comprehensive pre-conference briefings in
collaboration with Foreign Office, followed by post
conference de-briefing to achieve maximum results out
of the visit.

Baseline = Briefings are not held on regular basis

2015

Target = 1 Enhance quality of briefing to apprise the Members
of dynamics/sensitivities of each bilateral visit.

Chairman, Secretary,
JS(IPR), MoFA

Target = 2 To critically analyze the visit with a view to improve
SOPs

K.11

K.12

K.13

K.14

K.15

Develop in-house facility/expertise within IPR, in
collaboration with Services Branch, to respond to/fill in
survey forms/questionnaires circulated by interparliamentary organizations such as IPU.
Maximum efforts will be made to ensure that members
are elected to various committees and advisory groups
at different international forums.
Creation of separate desk in IPR Branch dealing
exclusively with IPU, CPA, APPCED and other
important organizations.
Quality of briefing material prepared for the
visit/conference will be enhanced by seeking input for
different Ministries.
Undertake a review/consolidation of the directions of
the Finance Committee to regulate expenditures on the
visits abroad and draft / put up for approval directions
for in-coming delegations

Target = 3 Develop a post-conference de-briefing/evaluation
pro forma to be filled in by the Members/officers.
Baseline = proper mechanism lacking

2014

Target = Enhance skills/expertise of IPR staff

Services Branch, IPR

Baseline = Less focus and low priority area
Target = To ensure meaningful participation in the Conferences

2015
Secretary, JS(IPR),
DS(IPR)
2014-2015
Secretary, JS(IPR)

Baseline = No separate desk is working in IPR
Target = Focused approach in dealing with Parliamentary
Organizations
Baseline = Partial coordination is carried out

2014-2015

Target = To improve quality of reports and briefs prepared for
visit
Baseline = 0

JS(IPR), DS(IPR)

Target = To regulate expenditures

Service Branch,
Finance/Accounts
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September 2014

L.

Finance, Accounts & Budgeting
DELIVERABLE
(BASELINE AND TARGET)

PROJECT / TASK
L.1

L.2

Prepare a comprehensive and updated comparative
reference document providing instantaneous overview
of Government as well as Senate Financial
Rules/Regulations/Instructions.
Undertake briefing/sensitization of officers/branches
regarding good budgeting processes.

TIMELINE,
RESPONSIBILITY

Baseline = 0

February 2014

Target = To create a manual of updated instructions/rules.

Finance and Accounts
Branch
April, October 2014

Baseline = 0
Target = To ensure effective preparation, implementation and
monitoring of budgetary process.

L.3

M.

Prepare working paper for the Finance Committee
during reviewing/debate on Money Bill

M.2

M.3

Target = Make Senate Recommendations on Money Bills more
effective.

Finance and Accounts
Branch

Translation Branch:
PROJECT / TASK

M.1

Baseline = 0

Finance and Accounts
Branch, relevant
ministry
June 2014

Move towards a system facilitating bilingual
translation of all House business related
documents.
Offer translation services beyond mandatory
requirements
like
individual
Members/Committees etc.
To translate /generate in Urdu language
knowledge resources for parliamentarians
facing language barriers.

DELIVERABLE
(BASELINE AND TARGET)
Baseline = scattered

TIMELINE,
RESPONSIBILITY,
RESOURCES
Time line = October 2014

Target = Channelize available human resource/expertise
Baseline = scattered

Senate Secretariat
Time line = October 2014

Target = Channelize available human resource/expertise
Baseline = work already underway

Senate Secretariat
Senate Secretariat
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N.

HANSARD: Editing and Reporting Branches

PROJECT TASK
N.1

N.2

N.3

N.4

N.5

Start
digitized
(HANSARD)

DELIVERABLE (BASELINE & TARGET)
verbatim

reporting Baseline = non-digital
Target = 1 Develop parameters and internal mechanism

TIMELINE,
RESPONSIBILITY
April 2014
Senate Secretariat, IT
branch
September 2014

Making record traceable and facilitate easy Baseline = information scattered
access
Target = 1 The verbatim debate will be properly Senate Secretariat.
archived.
Digitization of House debates in Urdu
Baseline = 0
September 2014

Target = 1 Editing branch will collaborate with the Senate Secretariat
Automation Branch to come up with plausible solutions
Give editing rights to the Editor with a view Baseline = 0
September 2014
to negotiating challenges pertaining to
bilingual debates as well as regional lingual Target = 1 Propose amendments in rules
Senate Secretariat
styles
Lay increased focus on the capacity-building Baseline = inadequate
and skills enhancing of staff.
April 2014
Target = 1 Objective/relevant trainings/workshops, in
addition to provision of international exposure involving Senate
Secretariat,
other Parliaments of the world.
Donors
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O.

Question Branch
PROJECT / TASK

O.1

O.2

O.3

O.4

O.5

O.6

O.7

O.8

DELIVERABLE
(BASELINE AND TARGET)

Informing the Members in case of substantive Baseline = scattered
changes in the text of questions
Target = develop a mechanism
Improve system of internal processing of Baseline = scattered
questions using ICTs.
Target = Review and develop mechanism
To explore possibility of E-exchange of questions Baseline = 0
with
relevant
ministries/divisions/Printing
Corporation of Pakistan
Target = develop mechanism and SOPs
Consolidate record pertaining to Questions, Baseline = Scattered
supplementary and Replies
Target = (i) develop mechanism and SOPs;
(ii) Enhance existing human resource for the
purpose.
To publish on Senate website lists of questions, Baseline = 0
Motions and Resolution prior to every session of
Senate.
Target = develop a mechanism

TIMELINE,
RESPONSIBILITY,
RESOURCES
April 2014
Senate Secretariat
October 2014
Senate Secretariat
March 2014
Senate Secretariat
March 2014
Senate Secretariat
December 2013
Senate Secretariat

To explore and adopt possibility of receiving Baseline = 0
January 2014
notices for Questions, Motions and Resolution
through e-mail.
Target = develop a mechanism
Senate Secretariat
Build capacities/mechanism to better cater the Baseline = Scattered
September 2014
upcoming requirements
Target = Up gradation of the Question module software Senate Secretariat
prepared by NETSOL
Ensuring Conducive environment for obtaining Baseline = need for improvement
September 2014
optimal output
Senate Secretariat
Target = Provision of better infrastructure
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P. Motion Branch
PROJECT / TASK

P.1

P.2

P.3

P.4

P.5

DELIVERABLE
(BASELINE AND TARGET)

Improve system of internal processing of Baseline = scattered
Adjournment Motions, Privilege Motions, Calling
Attention Notices and Notices for Zero Hour Target = Review and develop mechanism
using ICTs.
To explore possibility of E-exchange of Notices Baseline = 0
with relevant ministries/divisions.
Target = develop mechanism and SOPs
To publish on Senate website lists of questions, Baseline = 0
Motions and Resolution prior to every session of
Senate.
Target = develop a mechanism
To explore and adopt possibility of receiving Baseline = 0
notices through e-mail.
Target = develop a mechanism
Ensuring Conducive environment for obtaining Baseline = need for improvement
optimal output
Target = Provision of better infrastructure
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TIMELINE,
RESPONSIBILITY,
RESOURCES
April 2014
Senate Secretariat
March 2014
Senate Secretariat
December 2013
Senate Secretariat
October 2014
Senate Secretariat
September 2014
Senate Secretariat

Donor Intervention:
Senate Secretariat Experiences

The purpose of this special Chapter as a part of Senate strategic plan was to appreciate some work conducted by a number of
donor funded projects, local and international organizations for strengthening the legislative governance institutions in Pakistan. At the
same time some of the harsh realities and naked truths that have surfaced due to lack of proper conceptualization, coordination and
implementation of various interventions are also being listed for the purpose of better utilizing the tax payer money of any country, the
government/Mission allocates funds with the noble cause and aim of helping the people of Pakistan through better democratic
governance. It is fully realized and ofﬁcially recorded that there is simply no doubt about the intentions of any of the donor country or
organization, it is primarily lack of understanding, prior coordination and consultation and in some cases the less than desired
performance of some of the program managers or contractors. At the same time there are many examples of proper prior consultation in
due course and achieving mutually desired goals and objectives with the help of excellent program managers and contractors.
Senate Secretariat fully respects and appreciates the desire of the donors to strengthen Parliamentary Institutions but our only
concern is in the huge gap in noble aims and goals vis-à-vis the outcome and the amount of funds allocated for some of the projects vis-àvis the actual leave behind. While the Secretariat is challenging itself by adopting this Strategic Plan which aims at efﬁciently and
economically using scarce resources, we have same degree of concern for the utilization of the funds of some other nations tax payers. It
is up to donor countries and umbrella organizations to undertake a performance audit and compare the amount spent on procurement of
human, physical and technological resources and equipments by the implementing agencies themselves and the actual amount spent on
the primary stakeholders. The purpose of this Concept Paper is not to criticize but to point out some ongoing efforts though or not as well
conceived and well implemented as the early ones. While work is still on in analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of recent projects,
one would like to brieﬂy list here the issues that need to be taken into consideration.
1.

The projects may consider to have less ambitious or alternate objectives and limit the project interventions to one objective or
set of interlinked achievable sub goals or objectives.

2.

Before assuming the responsibility of “providing advice to the Committees for policy formulation recommendations or
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oversight of the executive” the project must identify and lineup experts having required level of expertise, bringing in
professionals from abroad or developed democracies in a regular systemic manners.
3.

The relevant experience of the executing agency/organization, and its team lead is very important.

4.

Spending a major portion of the funds on the team and staff of the project implementer which hires buildings, furnish these,
spend on purchase of state of art equipment for each individual engaged besides common infrastructure for the ofﬁce building
is point of concern. The ratio of this expenditure vis-à-vis expenditure on the project activities and actual deliverables require
an analysis.

5.

The Parliament, its Committees and individual legislators/Party leaders have some of the best reformers and professionals; a
fact that is some times ignored by the projects.

6.

Direct working of the donor country/Mission or organization has proved much more successful in developing better
understanding and smooth functioning. A project of small duration and funding executed with the help of HSF is a success story
of lasting impact compare to many other huge budget and longer duration projects.

7.

The utility and usefulness of training sessions needs to be assessed vis-à-vis long duration training to a few individuals who
have the capacity and desire to undergo required training at specialized institutions abroad or well structured and designed
attachments with other Parliaments having good practices.

8.

The project or the donor should widely and regularly circulate information about the project, its planned activities and
performance. Similarly, the reporting of the implementation by the project to the donor should be shared with the Parliament
and its Secretariats.

9.

The projects should have enough ﬂexibility to review and re-design in the face of practical issues and realities.

10.

A high-level meeting held between the political leadership of National Assembly and Senate made certain observations vis-àvis donor funded projects, in the light of which Senate Secretariat recommends as under:Ÿ Instead of having a Focal Person dealing solely with the donors/implementers, an Executive Committee of
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the Secretariat will be constituted to interact/liaise with the latter, by, inter alia, producing/circulating an
assessment/progress report on monthly basis, for both donors and Senate Secretariat/Leadership. The
Minutes of the meetings will be widely circulated to all stakeholders in the form of periodic bulletin.
Ÿ Working Papers/Reports for the Steering Committee meetings will be jointly formulated by the Senate

Secretariat and Donors/Implementers.
Ÿ There should be a mandatory-pre-requisite interaction/consultation between donors, respective

parliamentary secretariats and political leadership before conceptualizing/conceiving/commissioning any
new project, selecting team lead etc. Moreover, it should be made incumbent upon the implementing
agencies/partners to seek guidance/advice of the respective secretariats while carrying out any project
Ÿ The focus of all donors-led/capacity-building projects should be on palpable leave-behinds in terms of

enduring/result-oriented training programmes, infrastructure, equipment etc., for staff as well as
parliamentarians.
Ÿ Post-launching, all projects/initiatives should have an essential component of mandatory review and

ascertaining of the ﬁnancial cost being incurred on the donors as well as the implementers themselves, out of
the total allocation.
Ÿ The details of budgetary expenditure by the donors/implementers vis-à-vis any project should be regularly

shared with the parliamentary secretariats and the political leadership.
Ÿ International/foreign consultants should only be hired for long-term engagements, while for short-term, local

professionals should be hired/engagement, and that, too, after detailed consultation with secretariats.The
crucial equation between parliamentary secretariats' Project focal person and donors needs to be carefully
reviewed/revisited in order to make coordination and engagements more meaningful, substantial and
productive.
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Inter-Parliamentary Union
For democracy. For everyone.

Second Expert Roundtable of IPU
on the Common Principles for Support to Parliaments
Proactive Parliaments: Bolstering Self-Development
How Parliaments govern their own Development:
Good Practices and Lessons Learned

Pakistan Senate as a Special Case Study
Presented by:

Amjed Pervez Malik
Secretary General , Senate of Pakistan
IPU Headquarters Geneva, March 29,2018
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This chapter is an addendum to the Book as it contains a presentation by the Secretary Senate which
in culmination of the earlier contributions made at the ASGP, in the process ﬁnalization of Common
Principles for Support to Parliament. Being the lead presenter on the subject, the Secretary Senate
gave a detail presentation; however, selected important points and highlights are given here. The
Book and the presentation had been made part of the base documents by the IPU in developing a
“Guide” for implementation of the Common Principles.

Senate of Pakistan: Evolution of Self-Governed Strategic Planning and Reforms
Ÿ Pakistan Senate provides an interesting case study of change, pivoted on a newly-developed and progressive reformation
model that is self-governed, self-conceived and highly productive.

Ÿ Senate was earlier one of the parliaments whose development was externally conceived, and implemented which was
never fully operationalized or utilized with partial / occasional success.

Ÿ This approach provided temporary solutions for lacking ownership and not factoring in the core needs and a realistic
assessment of gaps, goals and priorities. Critically missing element “ownership”

2013 Strategic Plan: Internalizing Reforms
Ÿ The Strategic Outlook and Work Plan of the Senate of Pakistan Administration 2013-15 was the ﬁrst step towards SELFdevelopment.

Ÿ It was a roadmap internally conceived by the Secretariat Administration with input from all stakeholders / Branches.
Ÿ Although not as scientiﬁc or professional as donor drafted strategic plans, it documented systematic solutions with a
measurable set of targets/annual progress reviews.
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Political Ownership
Ÿ In 2015, the new political leadership for the ﬁrst time gave complete ownership and patronage to self-development.
Ÿ This brought forth a multilayered parliamentary governance and development matrix that had a collaborative synergy
between political leadership and secretariat administration towards taking complete ownership of developmental efforts –
House and Committee business-wise, administratively, ﬁnancially and procedurally. Self accountability, public outreach ,
innovation etc.

Paradigm Shift
Ÿ Ownership and full involvement of political leadership and secretariat administration brought paradigm shift by :
Ÿ revisiting and rejuvenating internal governance and decision-making forums,
Ÿ proactive and futuristic strategic planning and implementation,
Ÿ re-deﬁning donor-parliament equation from being donor-driven to self-driven
Ÿ This cemented the foundations of a progressive self-development model.

Pakistan Senate’s new governance and development model
Ÿ The self-development model developed by Pakistan Senate is three dimensional/structures/sub-structures:
Ÿ The House Business Advisory Committee: The House Business Advisory Committee was already there but
traditionally to assist the House in allocating time for taking up discussion in a particular session. In past, it only met for
a limited time and played a very limited role. A conscious decision was taken to empower the Committee, to address
the overall working and developmental initiatives of the House, Committees and its Secretariat. Detailed agenda and
working papers were developed for meaningful deliberations and decision making.

Ÿ Finance Committee: The Senate Finance Committee is provided for in Article 88 of the Constitution. It was
previously only concerned with regulating the expenditure of the Senate. A conscious effort was made to convert the
Finance Committee into a forum of developmental planning.
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Ÿ

Council of Committee Chairpersons: The Council consists of all the Chairpersons of the Standing and Functional
Committees. The Council, though existing in the Rules, was previously not operational. It began working proﬁciently.
Regular meetings with detailed Agenda, Working Papers and Compliance Reports were held and many issues
resolved, new ways of conducting Committee Business found by Rules amendment and Standing Orders.

Ÿ Some additional internal structures like the Committee of Whole House were created besides new practice of holding joint
meetings of governance forums/sub structures.

Pakistan Senate’s Self-development Model
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Filling the Gaps: STANDING ORDERS
Ÿ In order to ensure smooth and standardised governing of House Business, an important step was adoption of Standing
Orders passed by the Chairman. These are incremental to Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business.

Ÿ This was the ﬁrst institutional and formal practice to document the Policy Orders of Chairman Senate pertaining to the
House Business, Committees' functioning and Secretariat Administration, not covered under existing Senate rules.

Developing Understanding with External
Ÿ The Senate administration has also adopted a progressive external outreach model.
Ÿ Memorandums of Understanding (MoUs) were signed with development partners as well as, Secretariats of Parliaments
around the world.

Ÿ These MoUs provide a legal framework for the Senate’s demand-driven reformation process.

IPU and UNDP
Ÿ IPU and UNDP are partnering with the Senate and have provided resources on need basis in following areas:
Ÿ Renovation and merger of Library and Research Services by UNDP.
Ÿ IPU is working in establishment and training of a dedicated Legislative Drafting unit for Private Members.
Ÿ These initiatives were driven by the Senate, in coordination with development partners, and not vice versa.
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MOU with other Parliaments
Ÿ By singing MOU’s with Secretariats of Parliaments and developmental partners, Pakistan Senate has formalized its
involvement in a more demand-driven Governance and reform process.

Ÿ This has provided a legal framework against which the Senate of Pakistan can retain control of its development and reform process.

Secretary Senate, Mr. Amjed Pervez and Secretary General of Senate of Cambodia signing
Memorandum of understanding (MOU) between Senate Secretariats of the both countries
at Parliament House, Islamabad.
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Secretary Senate of Pakistan, Mr. Amjed Pervez Malik and his counterpart in
National Assembly of the People`s Power of Cuba, Ms. Miriam Brito Sarroca
signing MOU between the two Houses for enhancing inter parliamentary
cooperation at Havana, Cuba. Chairman Senate Mian Raza Rabbani and
the President of Cuban National Assembly are present on the occasion.

Lessons and way Forward
Ÿ Political will for change and synergy between leadership and secretariat administration are a key to parliamentary
reformation process.

Ÿ Parliament’s ownership, as well as independent control in planning and carrying out developmental projects is integral to
modernization, capacity-building and self-development.

Ÿ Self-reliance, futuristic planning and judicious use of available resources should be the guiding principles of parliamentary
governance.

Ÿ The tendency on part of donors to sometimes shoehorn recipient parliaments into one-size-ﬁts all model is an inherently
ﬂawed approach. Parliaments must be encouraged to develop indigenously-conceived strategic plans and revive/
strengthen internal decision-making forums to make development conducive.

Ÿ Instead of establishing new or alternate structures such as Steering Committees of Projects and full ﬂedge ofﬁces of
projects, the constitutionally and legitimately authorised existing governance sub structures of Parliaments be used and the
Secretariats of Parliaments be tasked implementation with few Consultants /experts.

Ÿ Development must not to be quantiﬁed in terms of number or money value of projects. It is a paradigm change towards
strengthening internal mechanisms, amending rules of procedure and utilizing internal resources for sustainability.

Some Questions:pre- Requisites & Sustainability
Ÿ Can it happen any time just by change of mind and approach OR some pre-requisites and only at certain times ?
Ÿ Individuals vs institutions ?
Ÿ Parliamentary self-development in isolation or overall reform and change for sustainability ?
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Soft launch of The book “Parliamentary Development and Reforms” at the IPU roundtable in Geneva, 29th March, 2018.
The Book along with presentation is being made part of the base documents by the IPU in developing a
“Guide” for implementation of the Common Principles.
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Secretary Senate, Presenting his book on
“Role and Workings of Parliament in Crisis Situation”
to the Secretary General (IPU) Mr. Martin Chungong
in Geneva, March, 29, 2018.
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It gives me pleasure to record the contributions made by Mr. Amjed Pervez Malik, Secretary General
Senate of Pakistan in various roles and positions for the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association (CPA).
His most recent contribution was a base working draft for formulation of Standing Orders for CPA General
Assembly meetings. His earlier contributions included proactive engagement and contribution in developing
Benchmarks for Democratic Legislatures developed by CPA in collaboration with World Bank Institute. He has
been very active in the Asia Region of the Association and drafted the CPA Asia Region Constitution on its
separation with India Region in August 2005.
During recent interactions I have found him passionate about the image of Pakistan in the face of different
challenges and issues facing the country.
Mr. Akbar Khan
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